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Forecast
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Tonight and Wednesday fair; evea'
temperature.

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED

r

VOL. XXXIV.

NO.

of applause from both
Amid'
sides of the chamber Mr. Underwood
thanked Wlr. Mann for his congratulalir. a short time consideration '
tions;
oi" the remaining paragraphs of the
'fre.e list was completed and the income tax' section of the bill was
reached. V j
Senators Prepare Amendments
As the
approaches its day for
passage in, the house, the senate is
OF t.oiiAJletln'i plans for its considera CONSIGNMENT OF FUNDS TOOAK- -

OVER FREEVOOL

$14,300

STOLE

WHILE

BEING

SHIPPED

SCIltDULE
OHIO WANTS

SHARP

tion,
Many

A DUTY OF

LAND BANK

WITH

TAMPERED

republican senators have
ON THE WAY
drafted 'anjenduients. Senator Sherman of Illinois has one to provide
ACTIONS that no provisions of the income tax PACKAGE
ARRIVES
SAFELY
HIS
HE
DEFENDS
shall apply to any insurance
or association which conducts
SAYS THAT IS THE RATE FIXED its business solely upon the 'mutual WHEN IT IS OPENED, HOWEVER,
IT IS FOUND TO CONTAIN
BILL
BY THE UNDERWOOD
plan' arid' ''only for the benefit of its
or
pblicyhcldUis
MAGAZINE PAGES
members.
OF LAST CONGRESS.
Senators Heard On Wool.
v
s
ashingjon, A; ay 6. Senator
and other western senators, WASHINGTON
IS MYSTIFIED
THE EOLLER MOVES ALONG
contending,' for duties on wool and
to the senate demo
NATIONAL BANK REDEMPTION OFBY sugar, appealed
SUBMITTED
AMENDMENTS
crats in caucus today for the adopFICE IS SURE BUNDLE LEFT
DEMOAND
REPUBLICANS
tion of, tliej N'ewlands legislative proIN GOOD ORDER CRATS ARE DEFEATED.
gram. ,'Tije Newlands measure waB reported byf. the rules committee yesterWashington, May 6. The wool par day witn'ithe recommendation that its
Oakland, Calif., May 6. The theft
agraph in: the free fst brought about j various' features lie reported to appro of 14:i $100 bills, $11,300, from an ex
a defection from the solid front of priate committees.
press package sent from Washington,
The Nevada senator seeks to have D. C, to the Central National bank
the democrats in the house in today's
tariff debate. Representative Sharj the resolutions first adopted iby the of this city, is engaging the efforts
of Ohio, representing democrats op- senate. The caucus took, no action, of a number of special agents; and
posed to free wool, offered an amend- however, .adjourning subject to the every mile of the trail of the package
ment placing a duty of 20 per cent on call of the' chair. The discussion of. from the time it left Washington is
raw wool, the rate fixed by the Un- the caucus centered1 chiefly on the being gone over.' .When' the package
western sena-- , reached the bank here and" was opentariff features of
derwood bill of the last congress.
recommendations.
tor's
ed, it was found to contain ; clipped
Representative Sharp defended his
statement
he
that
the
magazine pages of the size and weight
democracy by
of the missing bank notesf
now proposed a rate
which both
Speaker Clark and Minority Leader SENATOR GOFF HILL , , The bank nodes were addressed to
Underwood: had voted for in the last
f;he Oakland, National banlt from the
National bstnk reduction ' office. " Govcongress.
IlAVfi NICE INCOl-ernment
attacked
officials of that office have
Ftordney
Representative
notified the bank that the package
the free wool provision. Various
amendments, including one to place WILL GST SALARY OF $7,500 AND was properly sealed and stamped before it was turned over to the United
all articles manufactured of wool on
TO
JUDGE'S PAY
RETIRED
"
.'
States Express company. Officials of
the free list, were defeated. "'
AMOUNT TO $7,000
,
the express company have assured the
The administration "and income tax ... .,'':-w"
;
:;
bank that the package could not have
features of the tariff bill remained to
WaFhii.gioii. ' May 8' Senator Nabeen tampered with before it reached
be disposed of today when the house than
reGoff of West Virginia will
convened. Both sections are important
Denver, and the report of the Wells
ceive, aside from his senatorial sal
portions of the bill with many pages ary of $7,!oo, an auuiuonai $,uou Fargo company, which is said to have
the package from Denver, has
of details that puzzle new members, as the full
pay of a retired federal relayed
the
same assurance to the
given
but their adoption virtually intact was circuit court
judge, making his comconfidently counted upon by demo- pensation during his term in the sen-al- hank.
Somewhere a counterfeit seal was
cratic leaders.
equal to the salary of an assistThe preferential of five per cent
and the wax impression that
used,
ant justice of the supreme court.
the bank on the package conreached
foreign goods brought in AmeriTrace-well
Comptroller of the Treasury
can bottoms, and the strenuous obvalueless paper clippings has
today granted the senator's ap- taining
bfen pronounced to be a perfect govinsurance companies
jections of
plication for salary as a retired judge
against the income tax on the ground under the jaw authorizing full pay to ernment seal. The discovery of the
theft has been kept secret several
tbat policyholders will be ultimately
any federal judge, who, having reach- in the hope that
burdened with greater premiums, were ed the age of 70.
days
the special
in
resigns after
issues ahead when the bill was taken vpar nf aerviee nn the hpnr-ThP;asent of.the government and of the
up.
would be able to
comptroller held that a- retired judge 'express companies
Representative Mondell got permis- performed no judicial duty and conse trace the theft.
sion to offer an amendment providquently did not hold a "position"
ing that all rags imported must be vithin the
Says Pouch Wasn't Opened.
meaning of the statute pro-- .
Denver. May 6 Officials of the
cleaned and sterilized, and delivered
from
a,
government
employe
hlbiting
United States and Wells Fargo Ex- a diatribe on "democratic rags."
rlrflwin-KflUirv for two srovernirtent no fj
VTea
"The democrats propose to admit sLtionsrVlte
companies today said the com
pointed out that such
free of duty," he shouted, "the rags
were still aiding the governpanies
seemed the conclusion of the senate
ment in a search for the $14,300 supof the world. Rags from the harems
iu admitting Judge Goff in view of
of Turkey; rags from the slums jfj
to , have been stolen from a
the constitutional provision that no posed
to the Central Na- London; rags from the purlieus of
package
person holding other offices tinder the tic, ml l.i.consigned
.
..
I.
.1.
..i:P
thai
and
from
Rome;
Naples
lu
vl ua"wuu'
rajs
United States shall be a member of" '"'"1'
cholera and bubonic plague camps of
no
trace
the
but
that
oi
astuugton,
either house of congress.
the Balkan peninsula will be' given
money had been found. The package
to our people free. I know nothing
was transferred
from the United
more logical in a democratic tariff
to
States
the
Welis
Fargo company
NOTHING SAID AOUUi
bill than free rags. We must have
here about March 4, and express comthe rags of all the world come here
pany officers say it was in a sealed
THE ALIEN LAND LAW pouch which could uot have been
to clothe our people, driven from emopened1 during the transfer without
ployment by the democratic tariff
.
rates."
detection.
UP DISRepresentative Underwood pointed CABINET FAILS TO TAKE
CUSSION OF CALIFORNIA
SWEETHEARTS DIE TOGETHER.
out that Mr. Mondell's amendment
, LEGISLATION.
Cumberland, Wis., May 6. John
was unnecessary because the rags
Lair, 22 years old; and Miss Kate
were cleaned before being admitted o
Washington, May 6. The Califor- Denhew, 20 years oki, were drowned
this country.
atland bill and its effect in Lake Montgomery today when the
nia, anti-alieRepublicans from tne northwest
was not discussed by boat in which they were riding cap
on
flour
the
and
Japanese
wheat
tacked the free
President Wilson .with his cabinet to- sized. Lair and Miss Denhew had
of the bill.
Representative Underwood defend- day at the reguiar cabinet session, been engaged for a week. They were
ed free flour, declaring that the north- but some attention was given to the near the middle of the lake when the
Acting Secretary iboat suddenly tipped over.
west would not be injured, and an Mexican problem.
Moore occupied
of
John
State
Bassett
defeated1.
was
bill
amendment to the
Many witnessed the accident, but
Efforts to take lumber from the tree Secretary Bryan's seat during the were unable to aid. Lair reached the
overturned boat in safety but was
list and alter the wood pulp and meeting.
took
The
deup
prospective
president
were
Bt,en
schedules
finally
,0 8wilu to (ne aid of the glrl
print paper
appointments- in various states, but she grasl)ed him abollt tlle neck and
.
feated.
seDemocratic-RepublicaLove Feast. no announcement was made as to -, boUl 6alll. The bodies llave not bepn
or
The
Saturday recovered.
question
love feast lections.
A democratic-republicafor government em- was held as consideration of the taxalso was dis-- !
DESPERADOES
ROB JAPS,
ing provisions of the bill drew to a ployes in Washington
was reach-- !
Los Angeles, May 0. A sheriff's
conclusion
ho
but
The occasion was the birth cussed,
close.
posse left here in automobiles today
ed.
day of Representative Underwood,
A test of the constitutionality of the in search of three desperadoes who
Minority Leader Mann announced
that he wished to put aside partisan California land bid in the courts is terrorized a colony of Japanese
in a "resolution introduced table raisers at New Mark early this
feeiing for a time and talk personhouse
51
in
the
today by Representative morning. The Japanese reported that
years
ally. He told the house that
The resolution pro. they awakened from sleep to look
Illinois.
of
Britten
men
in
ablest
the
"one
public
of
ago
life first saw the light of day" and vides that the judiciary committee down the barrels of revolvers held by
the de- -' three masked men who forced them
congratulated the democratic party draw a resolution directing
and the American people Shat during partment, of elate and the attorney to stand against the walls of their
the 51 years of his life there has general to take such steps as are nee-- shacks, hands up, while a search of
test of the the building and their clothes was
grown to greatness and bigness the essary toward a judicial
California law "with a view to its made. The total loss the Japanese
able gentleman from Atabama,
"
annulment.'reported was ?."0 in small change.
20 PER
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ACCUSED OF BIGAMY.
St. Louis, Mo., .May 6. Mrs. T. R.
Whitney, formerly Mrs. Dora K. Doxey, was taken today in an ambulance
to Clayton, the county seat of St.
Louis county. The purpose of the
journey to Clayton was to prevent the

forfeiture

of

Mite.

TELEGRAPH SEF?

WIRE

MAY

liar u a
great comfort to t
liimself.

A cheerful

INTERESTS

I. A Mi; .p. OPPOSED.
Springfielctylift May 0. The initiative aud rel'MeJi'dum was assailed as
opposed to p'ojAtlk? control of government by Cli&vW H. Hamiil of Chi
cago and WitWami j liiitku- of Springfield, and lauded as a meivns of promoting popuTr.ylegiBlaJ ibiff by Carl
Vrooman of iirp&nnngtau, ;ied Kern
of Belleville, Kaffluel Aschner. of Aurora, John tlfepttrick of hicago ani
Daniel L. CrunW. of Chicago, before STRIKERS AND POLICEMEN
ENthe membersv'of; ''the lower house toGAGE IN A BLOODY BATTLE.
day, sitting aa. a committee of the
THIS MORNING

PITCHED

HELD

BACK ALASKA

jxjxcy-Wnitney- 's

DEVELOPMENT

LEGISLATION

STREETS-

OTHERS

'

whole.

HELPED

.i
.
vote Oii tlvtj

The
resolution, which
has passed thV senate, probably will
be i taken Thursday.

PREVENTED

GUGGENHEIM

SENATOR

BATTLE

ON SYRACUSE

-

bonds.
For 10 days Mrs. Whitney,
with her husband,
has been con
cealed at a hotel in St. Louis. Mean
while the question of forfeiting, her SO DECLARES FORMER FORESTER
to anbond for her
GIFFORD PINCHOT TO SENswer the accusation of bigamy has
ATE COMMITTEE.

been discussed.
It is charged she was the wife of
Dr. lxr(en B. Doxey &t the time of
her marriage to William J. Erder
whom she was acquitted of murdering'.; After the acquittal of Mrs. Doxey a charge of murder against her
husband Doxey was dismissed.
Doxey 'went to Tennessee to build
up a medical practice, but, failing in
his efforts, he drowned himself. Mrs.
Doxey" then went west and last winter- it was learned here that slie had
married Whitney, a wealthy Idaho
rancher. Mr. and Mrs. Whitney now

'

CITY ED'TION

6, 1913.

TWENTY-FIVEAR-

INJL'REQ

E

SEVERAL OFFICERS AS WELL AS
WOOL TRADING SLOW.
STRIKERS ARE LIKELY
Boston, May eTrading, in domestic wool continues along narrow lines
TO DIE
and in small' Sized, lots.' Values are

AND

BLOCK

BENEI ICIAL LAWS.

easy and buyers apparently control
CALL
THE
NEEDED prices. Less activity .is reported in WILL
MILITIA
the west andJn ,ebme localities bidders have- - practically ceased opera- MAYOR DECIDES HE
WOULD HAVE BEEN PROVIDED
IS UNABLE
tions. The betit sale pf, the week was
TO QUELL RIOTS WITH CITY'S
BUT FOR COTERIE OF FINWood
200,000 pounds' of ( Montana half
PEACE FORCE
ANCIALLY INTERESTED.
live
,
Jdaho.
at 21 cents. Very IW.tlei old wool remains, while Kevadft wool is 'coming
v
, Washington,
,."".
May 6. Gifford Pin-- , in slow.
Syracuse, N. Y., May 6. Twenty-fiv- e
,
-- 4
chot charged before the senate termen, policemen and Italian strik
-- TODAY IN
r
..
McCARTY WrLL,,. FIGHT
CQNGBtSSj
ritories committee today that private
ers, were hurt in a pitched battle, her
'
J
'.' i
intereste had lie'id up legislation .to i Calgary, Alberta; ' May; ; 6. Luther today and the mayor and sheriff have
'
open Alaskan ool fields under a. leas- McCarty will meet Arthur. Pelkey in decided the militia shall fce called out.
6.
Senate:
,
May
a
bout.neYe Saturday, May The revolvers of the police wera
Washington,
ing system, and named former Senacommittee resumed hearing tor Guggenheim of Colorado as one of 24. Tommy Burng'( received ft tele- matched against the guns," stones
of Alaskan problems, Gifford Pinchot the men who had exerted Bia influ- gram from
McCarty, accepting condi- and clubs at the strikers. Two Strikr
testifying that-- , private interests, had ence to- prevent euch legislation. He tions and agreeing'to. a match with ers were' mortally wounded. "Eight
'' ',
'
held up legislation which, would have told the committee that- - he could
get Pelkey.
policemen were hurt, four oi Whom,
developed Alaska. .
are in the: hospitals suffering from,
the names of other men in and out
House: Resumed reading of"fhetar- - of congress who were in
wounds Inflicted by bricks ana stones.
opposition to
POLITICAL"
iff bill under
rule, con- the leasing sy steal.
The riots, which were the outcome
...
tinuing on free list.
Mr Plnchot had heed called to give
of a laborers' and hod carriers'" Btrike,
his opinion of the bill for government
GET SCAN! CCUHTESV which has been in progress here,were fiercest in front of the Catholicaid in the construction of Alaskan
HAN ARRESTED FOR railroads. He waft asked why, in his
cathedral of the Immaculate Concep- t
to develop the PORTUGAL HAS. HEM SENT TO tion, only two blocks from the heart
opinion, 'legislation
THE AZORESfOri TRIAL
of the business section of the city- Alaskan coal fields had taken so
.'
AND PUNISHMENT.
HILLING A GIRL many' years' to- get through congress.
There were riots also tisevecal
'Do you mean that members- of con
parts' of the fcity.? JM- iiiUnlair"
Por the
Lisbon, Portugal. .'.May
gress ;iasa been influenced by private
PAUL PBOWEN ITS ACCUSED OF interests against swcti legislation 1" tuguese government has dispatched hospitals.
A:'-CAUSING THE DEATH OF
all the political prisoners arrested
Firemen rushed to the scene, coupled
aBked Senator TJppitt.
MARY PHAGAN
"I mean what you aW know, that for complicity in the lost attempt to hose and poured
powerful stream
private interests have great influence overthrow the present republic on upon the strikers, drivii: them baclc.
Houston, Tex., May 6. A man who in congress," returned Mr. Pinchot. Sunday, April 27, to the' Azores for
The strike started a week ago.
gave his name as Paul P. Bowen is "There was strong opposition from trial and punishment. About 200 of The strikers demanded an increase of
under arrest here today on "suspi- Senator Cuggenheim to the passage the prisoners were- marched at dawn wages, but the contractors rejected
cion," the charge being based on the of the leasing bill. There were oth-- . yesterday on board the steamer Cabo their demands. The laborers, about
telegrams of Atlanta police saying ers. I can get the names if you wish Verde, which has been chartered by 2.500 in number, and nearly all ItalBowen. is wanted in connection with them."
the government.
ians, have paraded the streets daily
She sailed immidately bound for and have tried to induce the other
the finding of the body of Mary
The former forester declared that
Phagan in an Atlanta factory a week iu his judgment the government the Tercercia Island where the accus- laborers to stop work.
ago.
should operate railroads in Alaska. ed are to be court martialed in the
Bowen was arrested after a woman, He believed in the
GRAND JURY DISCHARGED.
leasing system for fortress of Angra, the capital of the
whose room a,1iinel his ilt a Ical mines. He added that if the govern- island.- The Portuguese premier was
New York, Aiay 6. The seven
hotel, informed the police of the ment had retained possession of the interviewed last night in parliament months' investigation of 'corruption
young man's unusual actions."
coal fields of Pennsylvania there on the subject and replied:
in the New York police department
From noweu's trunk, over which the would never have been such "politi"The prisoners have been sent to by an extraordinary grand Jury after
woman said she saw him sobbing, the cal
corruption" as he said existed in Agra under the provisions of the law the indictment cf former Police Lieu
poiice said they took a girl's vest, ap- that state.
giving the government the right to tenant Charles Becker and the four
parently bloodstained, and a photoMr. Pinchot advocated the retention choose any place for the trial of po- gunmen awaiting death for the muras
identified
of
that
litical
Mary
"facgraph
prisoners."
in government possession of all
der of Herman Rosenthal, the "squeal
Phagan.
tore of power, ' coal, oil and water
ing" gambler, ended today. District
additional
An
charge that, of power.
Attorney Whitman notified Judge
COMMISSIONERS
"white slavery" lias been lodged
Goff that the jury's work was finish"Power," he said, "is the greatest
against Bowen.
tool of civilization. The curtailment
ed, and the jury was discharged.
The police announced they would of sources of power is the main reaThe jury, convened in accordance
SHOULDALL RESIGN
hold Paul P. Bowen and the contents son for the high cost of living."
with the instructions of Governor Dix,
of his trunk pending the arrival of
Mr. Pinchot was the only witness
has been in almost continuous session
SECRETARY
OF
STATEMENTS
Atlanta officers. They said many letfrom October 6 last, until a recess
today. He spoke for two hours and
DECLARED
WORCESTER
ters founds in the trunk bore Atlanta is expected to file several written
was taken 20 days ago. Among the
FALSE BY QUEZON.
dates that some of them were signed communications with the committee.
results of its labors was the indict
"Mary" and others- "M. P."
ment
of former police inspectors now
Former Secretary of the Interior WalWashington, May 6. "The conduct on
There also were letters apparently ter L. lusher is expected to appear totrial.
of Secretary Worcester is a new eviconnections with morrow.
showing business
'You have rendered a great service
dence
that prompt action should be
his
has
Bowen
firms.
Atlanta
given
to this community," said Justice Goff,
of
one
the
to
relieve
taken
every
age as 22. He refused to discuss his
in discharging the. jurors, "jfoxi have
SOLDIERS GUARD POLLS.
members of the Philippine commisarrest
6.
raised
and individually
A
W. Vn. May
collectively
Charleston,
l
governor-generathe
sion, from
Mrs. A. Blanchette, the police ina
to
such
of
civic
our
standard
for troops to preserve order at
duty
resiformer, said she heard Bowen talking the polls during the city election at down," wrote Manuel Quezon,
am sure the citithat
I
high
degree
dent commissioner of the Philippines,
to himself, saying:
Of this city reel a sense of deep)
was made on Governor HatSecre- zens
"Why did I do it? If I could just field today by citizens of that town, in a protest filed today with
gratitude."
tary Garrison against Mr. Worceslive it over again, I would not do it." who
allege the democrats are prevent- ter's statement that slavery exists in
PLOT
ALFONSO.
ing the republicans from serving as the islands.
election officials, and because a demParis, May 6. Rumors of anarchist
Resident Commissioner Karshuw of
TRYING TO GET
ocratic clerk refuses to sign ballots. the
of Kings Al
Philippines joined in the state- designs against the life
The militia company at Chief ield has ment. Mr.
visQuezon's- letter says that fonso of Spain during nis coming
TO
JOHNSON been ordered to be in readiness for if
anxihave
here
considerable
it
caused
iu
the
Philippines
slavery exists
.
sen-icethe Philippine commission alone is re- ety to the police authorities of Paris
to tho French government. Com.
MANY VENIREMEN SAY THEY ARE
sponsible for the lack of proper leg- and
MEETS.
CONGRESS
RECREATION
savprehensive
precautions are being tak
tuis
to
islation
inhuman,
"punish
PREJUDICED AGAINST THE
en to prevent any outrage. Tiio kins
Richmond, Va., May 6 Delegates age crime," and adds:
DEFENDANT
from 5o3 American cities are
"Not until recently has this ques- left Madrid for Paris today.
fng here for the fifth annua! recrea- - tion of slavery been brought up and
,,r
6.
The
May
Chicago,
tion congress. Among them are lead- MURDER IS SUSPECTED.
only for the purpose of telling the
o.,i., n fnrv in trv .lack tnlinann
of the public play grounds move-o- r American
Mich.. Mar 6. The coun
charters
the
Detroit,
thai
a
on
Philippine
people
the negro prize fighter,
from nuui-- 8tates- Suainaa Mac- - assembly, as regarding the capacity and city police, tod i ai" p n
Mann
the
art
white
slave
violating
ana i. of the
self government, identify the body of a. vounsr wo;nf
continued in Federal Judge Carpen- llanus, Airs. August ueimont
Filipinos for
"
P, Claxton, commissioner of educa- is a failure."
found lato yesterday in a foot of w
court
today.
here
ter's
are among those to speak. Theon i i t'io t
Governor Forbes also gave out a cr in Fox ctuu
The 12 venireman chosen by the tion,
dore Roosevelt is honorary president statement similar to Mr. Worcester.
e
in
f
P
road
Gi"
were
bridge
tendered
government yesterday
8
'
"Whether or not as a mn.Uer of ionable suburb Mind
to the defense for examination. The of the organization.
policy the members' of UiV commisline of questioning was designed to
NEW CAPITOL IS BEGUN.
BILLINGS G"E" TO t 0
sion should be relieved, Secretary
disclose whether the veniremen enterG
1
Jefferson City, Mo., May C Con- Worcester has dono enough, not only
Auburn, N.
tained prejudices against miscegenan
t
i
a
state
of
new
down
b
or
struction
ti
handed
the
to
$3,500,000
in
race.
In
this
but
negro
case,
previous Ones,
tion, pugilism
it i it
C. A. Gifford of Elgin, 111., admitted capital of Missouri began here today. merit tho loss of the prlvfiege of be of arbitration
i
i
i
that the was prejudiced against the It is expected that tho building will ing one of the administrators and leg ball leagues
1
r
!
of Pl-defendant because of fno suicide of be ready for occupancy by the close islators of a people vh'm he find
of Governor Major's administration.
at his former white wife.
pleasure in slandering."
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INVESTMENTS ARE

Gostoriions
W&w

HAND ICAPPEDBY

Nation's Most Popular Laxative

CONDITIONS
r. -

r-

ADC

liNltncoi
HIGH RATES
DEMANDED EVEN OF STRONGEST COMPANIES
01- -

-

i

New York, May t. me i
m uu
readjustment and liquidation
the growth
on,
still
goes
market
stock
of the short interest being the prinrecoveries.
cipal source of occasional
are
Conditions in the money market
surface
the
On
still unsatisfactory.
funds
rates are easy and loanable
to so
are
likely
fairlv abundant, and
continue until the fall when crop and
v

it

WILL

e

OUR

MAY

s

Health

THE COAST

There must be genuine merit to an
articie that has stood the test of two
generations of users.
Ia tne tiel(j cf meiIiclne ncme las
jla,j greater success, nor retained that
success to a greater degree, than Dr.
Caldwell a Sjrup Pepsin, which is now
being used by two generations of people. Its use in families is constantly
becoming more general. The reason,
primarily, is that it has merit. It is
what it represents itself to be, a laxative-tonic;
it does not make exaggerated claims nor use coarse language
to set, forth its virtues.
It is a medicine but so mild and
gentle a medicine that thousands of
mothers give it to tiny Infants, and
yet, in a slightly larger dose, it is
It is
equally effective for grown-ups- .
for any disorder of the stomach, liver
or bowels, for constipation no matter
how chronic, for dyspepsia no matter
how severe, for biliousness, sour stoni.
ach, headaches, drowsiness after eating, and similar complaints arising
from a clogged-ucondition of the
bowels. It is pleasant to the taste
and does not gripe. It can be used
with safety and good results by anyone at any age or in any condition of
health, and that person's health will
improve. Every druggist sells it and
the price is only fifty cents and one
dollar a bottle.

UTOMOBfLE
MANUFACTURERS'
ASSOCIATION TO GO BY AUTOMOBILE TO CHICAGO.

5

ELSIE

LEWIS.

Thousauds of families throughout
the country are never without it In
the house, among them Mrs. Clara
Lewis, Beck's Store, Ky., who gave It
to her baby, Elsie, while teething, and
says: "It is the best medicine in the
world for the stomach and bowe'is."
She writes that ehe keeps it in the
house for every member of the family, takes it herself ana that her
mother recovered her health and gained in flesh by using Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin.
If no member of your fandly has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would
like to make a personal trial of it
before buying it in the regular way
of a druggist send your address a
postal wil do to W. B. Caldwell, 417
Washington St., Monticello, 111., and
a free sample bottle will me mailed

p
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Silk Fetlicoats

Women's

20 Women's

Women's

Petticoats, including
both Taffeta and Messa-lin- e
garments, all desirable colors, wotrh $5.00 to
$6.00 each, Special. .$4.25
15 Messaliue
and Taffeta
silk Petticoats in a good
variety of popular colors,
worth $7.00 and $7.50

Coats, worth $21.0u to $:i2.50, Special
Suits, worth $30.00 to 47.50, Special
Suifs, worth' $13.30 to 15.00, Special

...$17.00
26.00
11.25

Women's Silk Dresses, worth $23.50 to $43,000, Special
19.50
These are all new seasonable garments of our usual high standard, such as any woman can be proud to wear.
18

each,

Special

$5.00

Women's Waists

Children's Colored Dresses

Silk Waists including a variety of the season's
best styles, both light nd dark effects, worth $4
each, Special for this Sale
:.$3.10
20 Silk Waists of good quality and desirable
styles,
including the popular Tub Silk waists, worth
$3.00 to $3.50 each, Special
$2.35
75 Middy and Balkan blouses in a
variety of styles,
either red or navy trimmed or all white, worth

children's coolred dresses consit-ine
Percale.Chambray, Galatea,
and fancy wool mix'uies, in stripes, checks
plaids and solid colors, either high or low neck, all
well made, neatly and tastefully trimmed, an ex-- ,
cellent variety from which to choose, at prices
which would hardly buy the material.
41 Dresses worth 35c to 45c, Special
25c
48 Dresses worth 65c to 85e, Special
40c
70 Dresses worth $1.25 to $1.50, Special
85c
18 Dresses 'worth $2.00 to $2.25.
$1.25
Special

22

.

$1.25 each, Special

200

Nearly

g

of Gingham,

g8c

Lin-enn-

STANDARD DRESS GINGHAMS,

fast colors and newest patterns, worth 10
cents per yard, 10 yard limit, special
per yard
LACE TRIMMINGS

7c

AND EMBROIDERIES

One lot of Dresa Laces including bauds and
edges in white, cream and ecru, all this season's
stock, a good variety of widths and styles, worth
30c and 35c per yard, Special
24c
One lot fancy trimmings,
braids,
including
hands, etc., all good, desirable stock, worth 30c to
40o per yard. Special
24c
One lot of fancy trimming
including some of
the seasons best novelties, worth 65c per
yard,
4g(!
Special
One lot of embroideries, both edges and insertions, in a good variety of widths and patterns,
to 1214c, Special
worth
5c

g

1

31 Silk

Irresistible Prices

At

IS

f

at exceptionally low prices during this sale FOR CASH ONLY

Herchandise

Women's Suits, Coats and Dresses
13

.L-t-

f

Continues until SATURDAY EVENING, Hay 10th.

Seasonable

enthusiasts
Autoists, good roads
and boosters, chief among whom is
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell, are interested in the western tour of thai Indiana Automobile Manufacturers' association, which will occur during the
summer.
The tour will be from Indianapolis to one of the big cities n
the Pacific coast The boosters in
Las Vegas, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, as well as in other towns and
cities along the southern automobile
route to the coast will endeavor to induce the Indiana
foik to travel

themtrade demands again assert
are
investments
as
selves. Hut so far
Capitrue.
ia
reverse
the
concerned
tal cannot be had for new enterprises,
terms
through this section. They urge that
except upon almost exhorbitant
for
possible be done to induce
everything
6 per cent and over being paid
Indiana
the
our
of
some
people to come this way,
short term obligations by
can
inas
be depended upon to
they
railroad and
largest and strongest
boost for New Mexico once they have
Even
dustrial corporations.
seen the state.
bonds are selling on a 5 per
The following story from a Los AnYork
New
cent basis and over, and
newspaper describes the progeles
a
upon
loan
state is contemplating
tour:
posed
which it will have to probably pay
"Inducements of the most flattercon41
per cent. Somewhat similar
kind from three different parts of
the
so
ing
that
abroad,
ditions prevail
state will be presented in a short
the
lo
not
and
phenomena is worldwide
to the Indiana Automobile Manutime
tnai
a
situation
compel"
cal. It is
facturer's
association to persuade that
serious attention and must have far
to
one of three possible
select
body
three
great
The
reaching effects.
you.
routes across the continent this sumcommercial nations of the world, the
mer when the great transcontinental
United States, England and Germany,
but the figures nevertheless there is no reason for any undue pes- tour takes place."
sums
purposes,
enormous
have been investing
Such was the statement of W. B.
show a contraction in new capital ap- simism or depression. The countsy
of money during the last few years in
down for a period Cochran, president and general manis
of
Indication
Another
of
slowing
simply
plication.
The
supply
new developments.
There Is ager of the Haynes Auto Sales comupon enterprise was the char of temporary readjustment.
exhaustcapital, th6ugh by no means
no
there is pany, on his recent visit to this city,
unsoundness
and
In
states
the
d ters
dimin3i.-principal
general
grantej
ed, has consequently greatly
which were figured at every reason to anticipate a fresh having made an extensive tour of the
exact
April,
to
during
enabled
are
owners
and
L'55,000,OaO,
compared with $370,000,-Vi- forward movement after a period of Pacific coast states with Charles B.
much more onerous terms. It is safe
reasonable rest and liquidation. The Warren, president of the Indiana Aua decrease of
a
ago,
year
on
rates
permanto say that interest
tariff question will soon be settled, tomobile Manufacturers' association
ent investments have risen 25 to 30
the effects of revision will not and general manager of the Haynes
has
financial
situation
home
the
At
and,
IlTO
yeara.
per cent in the last four of
been unfavorably affected by
prove less harmful than expected, Automobile company of Kokomo. Warshe
a
only
must
have
Such a striking change
but
have
of
business
reaction.
probably been pretty well ren's mission to the coast has been
signs
marked effect upon values, and this
returns no longer show discounted already. Besides, the low- 'largely to promote the coming tour,
house
Clearing
the
of
one
Is
readjustment
-!!rtant elements In the present the liberal increases customary two er rates of duty when established which is to be a general
to
months ago, but now fre- will undoubtedly be a stimulus
proposition and a pathfinding tour
market situation. "Whether the de- or three
n
show decreases compared with many lines of trade. Prices on the for the proposed
rock
quently
its
reached
has
account
on.
this
cline
de- highway.
had
a
stock
have
A
decided
cJ
last
hint
cautioi
exchange
sharp
year.
limit or not, It Is premature to say.
- must be read into the last report of cline and are entitled to a good rallv
So fas as hlghgrade bonds are conPropositions Offered.
ban's in the Uirted on any favorable developments; par"From San Diego will come one
ltll d,- the rise In interest rates would- (he national
to have Men nearly diacount- States, whose percentage of reserve ticularly as the short interest in some proposition, the details of which I am
A ownerLrif high,grade Vseeuri- - is down to 20,44, a'j.ifiist 21.;!0 a year directions has expanded considerably.
unable to state; from Los "Angeles
I .
-..
uZ
f
go. During that' period Vans nave Many of the best investments are selli.
will come another; and rrom the San
noi iL..V.
iiineuueuiiy ejtiuuisiuii e:
panded $2Sio,000,000. Meanwhile the ing at very attractive figures and con- Francisco
a portion of the latter for the new
contingent, composed of
sentiment favoring the new banking siderable amounts are being quite-linterest rate issues.
Sacramento
Oakland,
and Lake Tahoe
enabsorbed by shrewd buyers. SpecThis partial exhaustion of the sup-p'- bill is growing, but needs further
motorists, civic and commercial bodies
comulative
from
the
business
couragement
have
will,
inoperations
however,
of capial (or the advance in
and good roads enthusiasts, will come
terest rates) has also a secondary ef munity. Railroad earnings are much to be conducted with caution until a third," said Cochran. "The San
in
more
less
than
the
fundamentals
first
favorable
quarchange
radically Francisco element will have the asfect, the outcome of which is as yet to
for iha Tk.Hbv
be seen. It means the postponement ter of the year, the returns on 39 roads
sistance of another very active comHENRY CLEWS.
of many loans and issues, which in during the first half of April showing
munity in the matter of good roads
turn will cause delay in a number of a loss compared with last; year, while
and that is the citizenry of Inyo and
the previous mouths were showing
important new enterprises. Such de
Mono counties, represented extensivecourse
Of
increases.
ery satisfactory
OPENING IN FEDERAL LEAGUE
my wui anocr. me cieimum ior conly by W. Gillette Scott, corresponding
Pittsburgh, .May (i. Whether it is secretary of the
structive materials, especially iron the floods were partly accountable for
Inyo Good Roads
these
losses, but railroad returns possible for a professional baseball club
and steel; and a general slowing down
one of the most prominent
and
speaking, both gross and organization of any consequence !o
of business must follow which will in
good roads workers in the west.
are
less
net,
satisfactory. The steel exist outside the fold of the national
the
demand
due course of time lessen
"Every one of the
oron
is
well
old
trade
still
occupied
agreement will be determined by the communities has demonstrated in an
for labor. As to' how far this tendency will go. it is also premature to ders which will last for some weeks success or failure of the new Federal emphatic manner that they want the
nredict. Portunatelv. a slowing down "r mouths to come, but new business league, which is cheduled to play Uie tour to enter California in the part
It will off- - is slackening, and should the railroads opening games in its initial pennant of the state that they represent. Each
process is
set any congestion in securities; weak continue to postpone their improve- race today. On paper the league ap- section as a unit has its scenic atments the iron and steel trade, must pears to be. the most substantial oi
spots will be eletninated; the country
tractions and good roads featured
be affected thereby. The any of the
outlaw organi- which are
unavoidably
will nave a chance to grow up to any
being held out as a magic
further compli zations that have sprung up In recent
overexpansion, and in due season the railroad situation is
wand to lure the motorist to Golden
the continued demands of years. The circuit is made up of six
way will be paved for a substantial cated by
California via their route.
have of the best cities of the middle west,
labor.
Now that concessions
recovery.
Los Angeles Considered.
to
been
and
made
firemen, a,ll of which now have clubs in the
engineers
in the inA further complication
is
to
"It
will
have
allowances
only logical to suppose th,"t
are
St.
major leagues They
Chicago,
vestment situation is the danger of a corresponding
Los Angeles should be given first
made
to
trainmen.
conductors
be
and
CleveLouis,
Pittsburgh,
Indianapolis,
in
the
fresh outbreak
Europe through
de-- r
consideration. This city today is more
land and Covington, the
intervention of Austria in Montenegro. The latter have already made
in the eyes of the world than any
cost
would
if
that
lands
Cina
granted
for
all
being
practical purposes
There is reason to hope that this
cause of excitement will subside. The 117,000,000, following the increase of cinnati team. A schedule of 120 other municipality. Los Angeles nat
Balkan war has cost the various com- $30,000,000 granted In 1910. What games for the season has been adopt- urally makes the first bid for recogbatants more than $500,000,01)0, and with increased operating expenses, ed by the league, and it is said that nition, but the citizens of the various
this sum does not take into account decreasing traffic and the growing j all of the six cities have posted a communities which must pull for Los
the' loss of property. It is estimated difficulty of obtaining capital at rea- $10,000 guarantee to carry out, the Angeles have to take into account
the fact that the other districts of
that pending issues already awaiting sonable rates, the position of the full schedule of games.
this state are composed
of wide
a market in Europe aggregate mnr3 roads is an unenviable one, particularawake organizations
who are in a
than $000,000,000, so that congestion is ly for the weaker class. There is
position to make offers which will
FACTORY INSPECTORS
MEET
ojiite as apparent in the European fa- some encouragement, however, iu the
more than likely be of sucha flatter-- '
6.
cial markots as in the United States. tact that railroads are getting togethMembers
the
of
Chicago, May
At home it is known that some of thi er and propose to ask the interstate International Association of Factory ing nature that they cannot be overnew issues have not gone as well ;is commerce commission for power to Inspectors, together with numerous looked.
"It is then a proposition wnich deex; eeted, and are gttil largely in un advance freight rates 5 per cent. Thoir well known representatives of capital
volves
an
itself down to this; Los Anshould
have
Impartial
request
derwriters hands. In consequence
and organized labor, met in this city
The present is not a propi- today at the opening of the associa- geles and vicinity must get down to
fi e new issues during April were es- hearing.
railjroad tion's annual convention. Many sub- concerted and active
at
timated at $193,000,000 compared wit a tious time for advancing
?:j i,ooii,oo a year ago, a decrease jf rates when business threatens to be- jects pertaining to the health, safety once. I have seen the evidence which
;.ho"t $7.",OOO,O0O. A considerable por- come more quiet, but the position of and welfare of factory operatives are is convincing for the past two weeks
tion of these issues was for refunding some of the railroads may become scheduled for consideration during the throughout the state and I want to go
critical, and present tendencies can- four days' session.
John S. Whalen, on record as having warned this comnot continue without invoking some deputy state commissioner of labor munity that it will have m the activiTil
sort of crisis. We must either have of New York, is
ties of the other communities mighty
presiding.
rational and fair regulation instead of
A
important factors to deal with in ord
der to swing the laurels to Los Anregulation, as at present, or
the country will face the alternative
MEMORIAL ALTAR UNVEILED
geles.
of government ownership much soonNew York, May 0. A magnificent
"The tour is less than three months
er than expected or desired.
13
altar erected in St. Patrick's cathe- off. Already nearly a score of cars
The most encouraging element in dral in memory of Mrs. Ellen A.
have been officially entered and as
die outlook is tho crop situation. The
Two
de Navarro was unveiled today many
more are promised.
prospect is for a large yield of winter with impressive exercises conducted Haynes cars were entered last week
will restore your vitality and
v.hoat, and the soil is in excellent in the presence of a throng of dis- and immediately thereafter two or
k the normal state of good
whether young or old, and put condition generally because of in tinguished guests. The memorial three other concerns followed suit. It
in a strong, healthy,
Sliealui,
abundance of moisture through the eost $25,000 and was presented to the is to be the greatest automobile event
condition, by improv-- i
the appetite and digestion and en-- j spring months, which is the most wi the cathedral by Madame Navarro's in the history of the industry. Its
portant requisite in the ctart toward two sons, Alfonso and Antonio, the possibilities are so vast and
pJiiing the system to pet full value
V f'Xi-I.L'ido for medicinal
i t
a good harvest.
of whom is the husband
' i
that one cannot comprehend
s o! 'y. SoM everywhere at
While the above Is a candid ana- of Mary Anderson, the famous Amer- them, and to California is to be ac-- j
lysis of an unsatisfactory situation. ican actress.
corded the greatest distinction ever
high-grad-
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HAKE TOUR TO

Keep-

ing Millions of AmericanFami-liein Good

Uaiim

INDIAMANS

MAY

35c WASH

GOODS

23c

One lot of this season's newest wash
goods including an excellent variety of
patterns and colors in Voiles, Dimifies,
Ratine, Tissues, Tub Tussah, Pointielles
and other popular weaves, fabrics suitable
for every purpose, worth 35c per yard,
special for this sale, per yard
23c

7c
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accorded any state in the union. Let tivate well and fairly deep so the pegs
us make the most of it."
will enter the moist soil easily. It
is not necessary to cover the vines
with soil, in fact, it frequently lessPEANUTS
The peanut kernel Is nearly 30 per ens the yield to do so.
cent protein and nearly 50 per cent
Those who are troubled with rats
fat. The vines make good hay. The and gophers eating the seed will find
Spanish variety seems to be the best it advantageous to soak the whole
for New Mexico conditions. All kinds nuts in a coa'i oil emulsion solution,
of live stock relish them and there is for 24 to 48 hours before
planting.
no food of equal feed area that will Prof. 1.. L. Knight of the Texas Exmake as much gain of pork, and the periment station offers the following
pigs do the gathering. A 'little grain formula: "Soak the whole nut for
to balance the ration and you have 24 to 48 hours in water to which has
an ideal hog feed. When rightly pre- been added kerosene emulsion made
pared peanuts make a rich, palatable as follows: Shave fine one pound
food for man.
bar of ordinary laundry soap and add
The seed bed for peanuts should be one gallon of boiling water. Stir this
well prepared. Sandy or loam soil vigorously for ten minutes to dissolve
Is best. They should be planted on the soap, and then add
f
pint
the level or in a shallow furrow. of coal oil and stir ten minutes more.
Plant as early as the frost will per- Pour this liquid into enough water to
mit as they need four months to ma- cover one bushel of peanuts. Let
ture well. On good soil they should them stand in the solution 24 to 48
be planted about 12 inches in the hours, then take out and
plant,"
row with rows three feet apart. Cul
This does not solve the problem
one-ha'i-

of rabbits eating them after
they
come up. The only remedy for this
is either to kill the rabbits or fence
against them.
If harvested for hay, run a sharp
plow shear under them without the
mold board, shake out the dirt and
throw them up in windrows with nuts
up to dry. When the vines have cured they may be put in small plies or
housed to let the nuts finish curing.
They should be watched and not allowed to mold.
W. T. CONWAY,
Assistant Agronomist. 'state Agricultural College.

Steve Yerkes, who played great ball
for the Red Sox last year, has been
pretty much on the wobble around
the keystone sack this spring.

Just because

they

didn't

Tigers came, to terms with the
"Georgia Thriller" and signed him.
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$100,000.00
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$50,000.00
r

2.

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

President,

D.
K.

T. Hoskins, Cashier.
Lewis. Ass't. Cash.

S.

Interest Pevid On Tirrie Deposits

LASVEGAS SAVINGS BANK.
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Wm. Q. HAYUON
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President
Vice President
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prob.em of months old. She informed tne magisNew York, May
trate that the baby was the youngest
communicaof
means
a
establishing
o
her brood of nineteen children.
tion between New York City and W
hen
asked about the age of ner arso
Bide
of
the
river,
the New Jersey
son she said that she was not
rested
as to make it possible for vehicles
sure.
Her children came In
quite
to cross from one state to the other
succession that she found
such
rapid
cumberthe
upon
without depending
to keep track of their
some and antiquated ferry system, herself unable
It was necessary to
ages.
respective
of
careful
a
has formed the subject
of the health derecords
the
search
Investigation and study by the New
to
the ags i trie
ascertain
partment
comand

6.lhe

tunnel
York slate bridge
mission. At last the final-- ' report of
the commission has been submitted
to the state legislature. There had
b.een considerable agitation in favor
of the construction of a bridge to
span the river between New York
ity and the New Jersey shore and
the commission went Into the subject with great thoroughness, obtaining estimates of the cost by experts
and having trial borings, made to determine at which point or points the
conditions of the ground were most
favorable for the erection of the towers which would have to carry the
weight of the superstructure of the
bridge.
The report of the commission does
not favor the plan of building a
bridge. The cost of such a structure
Is conservatively estimated by thp experts at $42,000,000 and It Is quite
possible that unforeseen complications would Increase the cost considerably. Owing to unfavorable conditions it would be practically, impos-sib- e
to construct the bridge where it
would fulfill iis object of relieving
the congestion of traffic aerween
vow York Ttttv and New Jersey. In
view of these facts the commission
recommends the construction of two
or more tunnels between the congested business sections of New York
City and the New Jersey side of the
river. The cost of two tunnels, each
with a roadway 17 feet wide, one to
be used for eastbound, the other for
westbound traffic, is estimntr."
that
$1.1,000,000 and It is believed
these tunnels would accommodate
vehicles yearly.

Little Ueulah Miller, the Rhode Island school girl with the widely advertised
Eyes," has gained additional notoriety by causing a dispute between Dr. Hugo Muensterberg,
professor of psychology at Harvard
,
university, and Dr. John B. Quacken-bosand
psychological
hypnotist
searcher. Dr. Quackenbos, who has
acquired a certain reputation by be
lug taken in by every fake proposimedium,
tion, being a spiritualistic
r
like Madame Palladlno, a
or some other "psychic marvel," recently "investigated" little Beulah anC
promptly came to the conclusion that
Eyes" and
the girl possessed
various other mysterious psychic
gifts. Then came Dr. Muensterberg,
who also subjected the alleged powers of the girl to careful tests and
came to the conclusion that, although
unusual psychic
Tieulah possessed
powers, interesting to the psychologist, there was really nothing mysterabout her gifts.
ious or
He found that the. girl cannot know
anything that is not known to someone beforehand and communicated to
her by signs. Dr. Muensterberg
takes the charitable view, however,
that neither the girl nor her mother
and her sister Intend deception and
that they were not conscious of signalling information and receiving such
"X-ra-

mind-reade-

"X-Ra- y

prisoner.
It was a real mean trick of some
naughty boys to turn iooae a few
mice in a crowded subway train. The
poor little creatures promptly caused
a stampede among the feminine passengers and the boys had no trouble
in finding seats, the very thing they
wished to accomplish. The S. P. C. A.
"
showed a reprehensible neglect of
duty by not taking action In this case.
After 10 years of peace the fight
between the city and the state authorities for the possession of Ward'8
Island is about to be renewed. The
island is owned by the city, but it
was leased to the state 16 years ago,
after much criticism, for $1 a year,
the lease being indeterminate, but
containing a clause providing that the
municipality could abrogate it upon
giving 15 years' notice to the state.
Mayor- Strong filed such notice in
1897, and when the lease expired last
November, Controller Prendergast refused to renew it.
Attorney General Carmody, on behalf of the state, has asked the city
to renew the lease for 50 years or sell
the entire property to the state for
the nominal sum of $1. The city
places the value of the 239 acres of
land at $7,080,000, and the value of
the buildings at $1,270,000. The state
Insists that the valuation is much too
high,, nearly double the actual value.
Thus the matter now stands and
neither the city officials nor the
board of aldermen seem to be able to
decide what to do in the matter.
The other day a Greek
peddler,
whose first name is Diogenes, foun.r
$3' in perfectly good bills on the floor
saloon.
Being an
of a down-towhonest man he did not put the money
in his pocket and walk out of the
n

to ascertain who had
lost the money.- - There were more
than a dozen persons In the saloon
and Diogenes asked every one of
them, but they all were honest men
and not one of them claimed to have
lost the $.1. Diogenes carried the
money to the nearest police station
and delivered1 his find to the lieutenant in charge. No doubt the $3
will eventually be turned over to the
police fund. And' yet there are many
persons prejudiced enough to believe
that there are no honest people in
New York City.
place, but tried

After a careful investigation of the
past record of Attorney Rousg, who
seems to have played such an imvort-an-t
part in the police graft game by
playing the intermediary between
the members of the grafting clique,
District Attorney Whitman had no
difficulty in convincing Mr. Rouss
that it would be to his advantage to
play fair with the district attorney,
and make a clean breast of everything he knows about the graft conspiracy. It is expected that now Mr.
will be able to reach the
Whitman
signals.
"man higher up," upon whose trail
has been camping for some time.
The other day a boy was arrested he
upon the charge of burglary. The
KING GEORGE ANNIVERSARY.
prisoner was unable to tell how old
London, May 6. The third anniverhe was and the boy's mother was
summoned to give the desired infor- sary of the accession of King George
mation. It was necessary to ascer- V. was celebrated in London today
tain the age of the boy to decide with befitting honors. Flags were diswhether he should, be sent to jail or played on all the government buildto the house of detention for young ings and at noon a salute of forty-on- e
delinquents. When the mother of guns was fired by a battery of the
the prisoner arrived she carried In Royal Horse Artillery in St. James
her arms a baby about two or three park.
ultra-norm-
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Sufferers"
K. D. GOOD ALL

We have been In buelnesa in this town bottle will cost you nothing. Tou alone
to to judge.
for some time, and we are looking our
build up trade by always advising
Again and again we have seen bow a
few drops of tills simple wash applied
jjatrons right.
to
the skin, takes away the itch, inSo when we tell you that we have
found the eczema remedy and that we stantly. And the cures all seem to be
Mtaud back of it with the manufacturer's permanent.'
Prescription made by the
Iron clad guarantee, backed by ourselves D. P.D. D.D. D.Laboratories
of Chicago, is
you can depend upon it that we Btve our composed of thymol, glycerine,
oil of
ndvice not in order to sell a few bottles wintergreen and other healing, soothing-to
skin
of medicine
sufferers, but
Ana
are
if
you
we know how it will help our cooling ingredients.
Just crazy with itch, you will feel
business if we help our patrons.
,
soothed and cooled, the itch absolutely
We keep In stock and sell, all the well washed away the moment you applied
known pltln remedies. But we will say this D. D. D.
vou fire suffering from any
We have made fast friends of nior
tills: Ifskin
trouble, eczema, psoriasis, than one fanrily by recommending this
kind of
you to try a full remedy to a skin sufferer here and
.risli or tetter, weD. want
D. D. Prescription.
fize bottle of
there and we want yon to try it now
y
truurantee.
And, if it does not do the work, this on our positive
'
K. D. GOODALL, EAS T LAS
VEGAS, N. M.
,
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FOURTEENYEARS

WORKING HARD

Restored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable

FOR BATTLE

VV jSlioc

FINEST QUALITY

SEEKING
ADVENTURE
CAN FIND IT IN THE HEART
OF A BIG CITY.

Chicago, May (j. Runaways bent
on excitement will find
plenty at the
stack yards in Chicago without going
further west, there being a grade of

perils, hairbreadth escapes and tragedies in the daily events o the yards
of late that make those of dime novels look tame in comparison. For the
youth bulging with desire to risk his
neck there are the trampling hoofs
of the cattle herds he has read about
and the angry horns of the bull. Only
recently a young cattle buyer got off
his horse to open a gate and a big
bull that was nursing a grudge
against mankind came bellowing at
him. There was no time to climb
the fence and he was cornered although he made a desperate effort
to corner the brute. . He was caught
on the horns, thrown through the air
with one lunge of the powerful head
and killed.
There also are mighty
of the ' stampedes
good imitations
which wildwest novels portray and
the climaxes sometimes are as tragic
as on the western plains. Another
man had dismounted after a bunch
of cattle had passed him in one or
the runways to look over some of
the animals, when suddenly the
steers in front took fright at something and turning, started back. The
others followed suit ana before he
realized it they were thundering
down upon him. He leaped madly for
the fence, but he had no time to
climb it. He swung around alongside
a post, about 4 by t inches, with his
back to the fence and grabbed the
fence with his hands. Herders who
were near dashed forward on their
ponies, yelling an
cracking their
whips in the hope of checking the
stampede, but it was just as real a
stampede as ever was started on the
staked plains of Texas. "There are
young men here who are risking their
lives or limbs every day for a salary
a buyer said.
of $14 per week,"
"These low priced men are the beginners, of course, starting at the bottom to learn the business. Some of
them are the sons of well to do families, who are ambitious to become
high officials in the packing concerns.
They are following in the
paths of sons of the big packers and
other men who are heads of departments or managers drawing big sala'

ries."

Within the Arctic Circle.
Port McPherson, 200 miles
the Artie circle," is the hot
weather placard which is due to tantalize sweltering Chicagoans this Bummer as a result o a picturesque Item
in railroad tariffs which for the first
time in history brings the steamers
of the Artie rivers into touch with the
hubbub of State street The opening
of train service to Athabasca Landing,
in central Alberta Canada, has established direct communication with the
fur trade fleet of the Hudson Bay
company in the waters of the Atha
basca and the McKenzie. During the
first hot days of the year it will be
possible for the suffering fat man to
buy a ticket to the trading post on
the McKenzie. 1,854, miles beyond the
poijnt which ia the northern-mos- t
terminus of the Canadian Northern
railway's, new lines on the shores of
the Athabasca river. That ought to
cool hfm off a bit, and the second
steamer will arrive In time to witness
the "midnight sun" for the round trip
will require ten weeks and' be to the
where Sir John
upper stretches
Franklin met with suffering most intense harshlp in the Arctic winter.
The frontier of settlement, however,
has already gone beyond the Athabasca, and construction is under way
to the Peace river, in the fertile valleys of which an agricultural population already has found its way. In
the long trip to Fort McPherson there
will be 90i miles of travel la a York
board to remind one of the cruder
days, but comforts and railroad cushions will meet other comforts of. tin
quarters on thj steamers, operated by
the historic trading concern of Nor-.lAmerica,
"To
within

City Gets

Big Fee.

The large particular plum in the
e
traction merger cake which all
is watching Mayor Harrison cut,
ia the $10,000,000 accumulation of the
city's share of the profits of
ownership. The contest
promises to end In a rough and tumble fight, for the prize Is big enough
to pay high priced lawyers to take
desperate chances and to leave no
trick untried in the hope that they
may get away with the plum while
Chi-cag-

suffered for fourElkhart, Ind.:-- "I
teen years from organic inflammation,

iemale weukness,
pain and irregularities. The pains in
my sides were increased by walking
or standing on my
feet and I had such
awful bearing down
feelings, was depressed in spirits
'
and became thin and
I
pale with dull, heavy
eyes. I had six doc
tors from whom I received only temporary reiief. I decided to give Lydia E.
I'inkham'g Vegetable Compound a fair
trial and also the Sana five Wash. I have
now used the remedies for four months
and cannot express my thanks for what
they have done for me.
"If these lines will be of any benefit
to publish
you have my
Mrs. Sadie Williams, 455
them."
1

James Street, Elkhart, Indiana.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
from native rootsand herbs,
contains no narcotic or harmful drugs,
holds the record of being the
and y
most successful remedy for female ills
we know of, and thousands of voluntary
testimonials on file in the Pinkham
laboratory at Lynn, Mass., seem to
prove this fact.

If you liavo the slightest doubt
that Lydia K. l'inkham's Vegetable Compound will help you.writo
to Lydia K.l'inkliani MedicineCo.
(confidential) Lynn.Mass., for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.
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INDIANAPOLIS
WELTERWEIGHT
WILL BE IN GOOD CONDITION
TO MEET DENNY.

f
r.

Indianapolis,

ind.,

6.

May

''

'

4

'

$
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Ray

Bron son, welterweight

championship
claimant, who is training for his coming battle with young Denny at New
Orleans on May 12, has adopted the
policy of meeting all comers In defense of the title which he claims.
The only stipulation Bronson makes
is that his opponent weigh in at 142
pounds at 3 o'clock in the afternoon
or 145 pounds ringside. In the last
year Bronson has met every man that
has been trotted out for him and he
has engaged in some of the hardest
ring battles that ever have been
title
fought, defending his
All of his bouts in the
successfully.
last year, however, have been over
the short route of six or ten rounds,
and while Bronson emerged from his
last year's campaign lw the short
bouts with a great record it is a fact
that he shows to even better advantage In the longer contests. Some of
the boxers who gave Bronson his
hardest battles have outgrown the
welterweight division, and Spike Kel-lethe Chicago welterweight who received a referee's decision over Bronson at Memphis some time ago, has
not manifested a willingness to try
conclusions with Ray in a ten round

y'

!

j
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ttslix

r;

:
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bout with Bronson at the legitimate
welterweight limit.
Bronson's most recent battle was a
ten round bout with Hiliiard Lang,
the Canadian welterweight champion.
Bronson defeated jLang decisively, all
but knocking him out. Bronson's vie.
tory over Lang has made the Indiana
boy a favorite in the northwest and
it is likeiy he will jump clear from
New Orleans to Calgary, Alberta, to
engage in a battle within two weeks
after his fight in New Orleans.
Most Prompt and Effectual Cure for
Bad Colds.
When you have a bald coid you
want a remedy that will not only give

'V

tht

Olmsted,

Leroy, N. Y,

The spring months often find a
woman tired out, with pain in back,
hips and head, nervous and sleepless.
Folep Kidney Pills will quickly prove
their worth and value as a healer of
all kidney and bladder ailments and

put
for the count of nine in the first
round and it was only MeFarland's
ring generalship and Bronson's
to win that saved the Chicago
stockyards wonder from a knockout.
McFarland was able to stall through
half the fight until he recuperated
and held his own the remainder of
the contest, gaining a draw decision
at the end of 20 rounds. It was in
New Orleans, too, that Bronson met
Freddy Welsh), the English lightweight champion, and lost in the thirteenth round. At that time it was difficult for Bronson to make the
weight and since then he has grown
into a full fiedged welterweight. Soon
after he came back from his trip
around the world Bronson decided
never again to try to make the lightweight limit nor even 135 pounds.
When he met Packey McFarland in
their second engagement in a ten
round bout at this city a year ago
Bronson weighed in at 138 pounds at
3 o'clock In the afternoon. It was a
affair and since that time
McFarland has refused to consider a
over-anxiet- y

LIVED ON

irregularities. They are a splendid
remedy for rheumatism, clearing the Mr. Richard's Experience With Difuric acid from the joints and system.
Peaches snd
ferent Diets.
Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store.
Buttermilk for Three Years.
In the whole 'iuid .jf uitjiicine
there Is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the flesh more
SNOW
quickly than BALLARD'3
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
burns, scalds, and rheumatism, its
healing and penetrating power is extraordinary. Price 25c, 50c and ?L00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Foley Kidney Pills repay your confidence In their heeling and curative
qualities. Any kidney or bladder disease not beyond the reach of medicine will yield to their use. Mrs. Cordelia copeland, Ardeola, Mo., says, "I
had kidney and bladder trouble for
over a year and 5 bottles of Foley
Kidney Pills cured me." It Is the
same story from every one who uses
them. AH say, "they cured me," O.
and Red Cross Drug
G. Schaefer
Store.

tjtistniie wr
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Utuc.

Cecilton,

Md.

Gibbons will perform the
marriage
ceremony for Miss Louise Warfield,
Governor Edwin
daughter
Warfield, and Count Vladimir Lado- chowski of Poland, which will take
place tomorrow at the Warfield resi
deuce in this city. The day will be
Governor Warfield's sixty-fiftbirth
day anniversary. On account of the
recent death of Miss Wat'fields grand
mother the marriage will be a quiet
one, to which only relatives and a
few intimate friends have been invited. Within a few weeks after their
marriage the couple will sail fo Europe, where they will
live in the
count's estates in Poland.
h

Health a Factor in Success.
The largest factor contributing to
a man's success is undoubtedly Lealth.
It has been observed that a man is
seldom sick when his bowels are regular he is never well when they are
constipated. For constipation you
will find nothing quite so good as
Chamberlain's Tablets. They
not
only move the bowels but improve
the appetite and strengthen the digestion. They are sold by all dealers.
NEW JERSEY SESSION.
Trenton, N. J., May 6. Pursuant to
the call of Governor Fielder the New
SPECIAL

RAW EGGS

Mr. George Richards,

this place, during the past 12 years,
has probably tried more different diets
than the average person would ever use

of

in a lifetime.
What he has to say about his experiments, must therefore be highly interesting to anyone suffering from indigestion
or stomach troubles of any kind.
He says : "For more than 12 years.
I suffered with stomach troubles, and
paid hundreds of dollars for doctor bills
and medicines, I was also operated on
for piles.
I lived on dried peaches and buttermilk
for nearly three years. The only thing
that would not give nie pain was raw eggs.
I was a physical wreck. 1 could no)
sleep, and was as near crazy as a man
could well be.
1 must
say that after taking two nt
packages of Thedford's
It did me more good than all I ever spent
for other medicines.
I have been working daily on the farm
ever since, and I am as hard as iron."
This purely vegetable remedy has been
in SJccessful use for more than 70 years.
Try it. But be sure that it's "Thedford's."
25-ce-

Black-Draug-

ht.

MEDICAL PROFESSION DECLARES
GERMAN DOCTOR TRIES TO
EVADE THE LAWS.
'

,

"GILT EDGE" the only ladies' shoe
dressing that
positively contains Oil. Bladis and 1'olinhei. ladies'
and children's hoots and shoes, shines without rubbing. 25c. "FRENCH GIOSS," luc.
"DANDY" combination for
cleaning and nolishlnn
all kinds of russet or Urn shoes, 26c. "STAR"
size, 10c.
"QUICK WHITeHinllquldfonnwlthaponre)qulrk-ly
cleans and whitens drny canvas Lhoes. loc. &. use.
"nd
wl'llen BUCK, NUBUCK,
cl'AW0" ,c!f"ns
and CANVAS SHOtS. In round whito cakes
packed i n zinc uoxes, with spoiigo, inc. In hand- -'
sorau, large alumiuum boxes, with sponge, 25c.
If your dealer does not. krvp the kind yon want, send ns
tne prlee in stainim tor lull olro paekaee. eluirses imid.
WHfTTEIVIORE BROS. & CO.,
.?? A,ban Street,
Mass.
Jne OMrst and Largest Cambridge,
Manufuc(urers eS
Shoe Polishes in the World,

.

IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
Use Allen's Footease, the antiseptic powder to be shaken into the
shoes. It instantly takes the sting
out of corns, itching feet, ingrowing
nails, and bunions. It is the greatest
comfort discovery of the age. Allen's
Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes
feel easy. Ladies can wear shoes
one size smaller after using. It is a
certain relief for sweating, callous
and swollen, tender, aching feet Try
it today. Sold everywhere, 25c. TruV
package FREE. Address Allen S.

RANI
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relief, but effect a prompt and perbout.
manent cure, a remedy that Is pleasmeets
who
the
Denny,
welterweight
ant to take, a remedy that contains
Bronson in New Orleans, will appear nothing
Chamberlain's
injurious.
the public is watching a circus parade in the
ring in his home town when Cough Remedy meets all these reof their devising. The elevated roads he faces Bronson and the- southerner
quirements. It acts on aature's plan,
are all under one ownership now in has made a record in the last few relieves the lungs, aids expectoration,
readiness for the final merger, but months that stamps him as a comer opens the secretions and restores th
the service has been continued with- in the welterweight division. Denny system to a healthy condition. This
remedy has a world wide sale and
out improvement and the public told
recently defeated Phil Cross of New use, and can
be depended
that unless the terms the promoters York and Jim Perry of Pittsburg, and upon. Sold by always
all dealers.
have proposed are accepted the ser- his New Orleans followers are picking
vice cannot be improved. As the con- him as the
WOMAN
boy to lower Bronson col- THIS INTERESTS
A family doctor said recently that
gestion, jamming, waiting and exas- ors. Denny was offered a match with
peration has reached an acute stage Bronson some time ago but at that women come to him thinking that
it is a question whether the threat time Denny did not care to tackle the they have female trouble, but when
will work forward or backward, but
champ. Since he won over the east- he treats them for their kidneys and
In the stage of municipal affairs durern veterans, however, Denny has bladder they soon recover. This is
ing the present administration it is gained a world of confidence, and worth knowing and also
Foley
conceded that the citizens will have now he is
eager for the meeting. Bron- Kidney Pills are .the best and safest
to mount guard 21 hours a day if they son will be no
stranger to tne New medicine at such times. They are
protect their rights. The proposal of Orleans fans for two of his memora- tonic in action, quick in results. They
the merger managers is to use the ble1 fights were staged in that city. will help you. O. G. Schaefer and Rerf
city's traction fund In building sub- It was in New Orleans that Bronson Cross Drug Store.
ways, and the pleasant theory held gave Packey McFarland what Packey
out is that the city will some day admits was the hardest fight in his
TO WED POLISH COUNT
become the owner of the property, al- career. Bronson
McFarland down
Baltimore Mr., May 6. Cardinal

though the experience under the 35
per cent arrangement has been that
the necssary capital investment to
keep pace with the city's growth has
gone up so much faster than the accumulation that they never in the
world can catch up. The potent opponent of the merger and subway
crowd has been the organization of
outlying business houses for the loop
district ia to be the main beneficiary.
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LARCEST VARIETY

FAKE
'

Compound.
YOUTHS

Polishes

SAID

Jersey legislature convened in special
session today to take up the subjects
of jury reform and the calling of a
convention to revise th constitution.
Suggestion is also made in the governor's call that the legislature should
pass a valid enactment ratifying the
popular vote inj adopting the provisions of a small freeholder board act
in several of the counties.
The principal subject to be considered by the lawmakers is the question
of having commissioners, appointed
by the courts, select grand jurors instead of the sheriffs. A bill with this
in view failed to pass the legislature
at its regular sessions which adjourned April 4, despite the efforts of
President Wilson and Governor Fielder to have such a law enacted. Since
the call for the special session both
the president and the governor have
delivered addresses strongly urging
the people to support the proposed reform of the jury system. The opponents of the president in his own party
are expected to renew their attempts
to block any legislation divesting
sheriffs of their power to summon

The following arraignment of Dr.
Frederick Friedmann and his recent
announcement that he would place
his serum for the cure of tuberculosl3
upon the market, appeared in the latest issue of the Journal of the American Medical Association:
Dr. Friedmann's course, since ha
landed on our Shores, has been one
of constant evasion. His Claims for
his treatment rest solely on his own
statements. He has not qualified as
a physician In Now York or Rhode Island. He has failel even to answer
flhe- letters of the officers of the
public health service. He has persistently refused to furnish any proof
of the claims made for his preparation. Now comes the most startling
development of ail. According to
newspaper reports, ibranch "institutes" are to be established in every
state by a syndicate, formed by Dr.
Friedmann and his promoters. Each.
"institute" will make its own serum,
or culture, or whatever Dr. Friedmann's remedy is. Thus, by a technicality, he will evade the federal law
which, for the purpose of protecting
the public against impure and dangerous serums and vaccines, places all
these preparations wnlclt are subject
to interstate commerce under the control of the public health service. State
laws are slow of enactment and slower of enforcement. This plan will
sweep aside the strong arm of the
public health service, which otherwise would protect the unfortunate
consumptives. It will allow the promoter to make and sell to the victims
of disease, at any profit he sees fit.
a secret product, the value of which
rests entirely on Friedmann's unsupported statements. Suppose an American physician went to Berlin with unproved claims for some new treatment of consumption. Suppose lie refused to produce proof of his statements, refused to submit his remedy
to other scientific men, attempted to
evade the German 'laws, disregarded
German officials, and, finally, throug'i
a legal technicality, panned to bleed
the German consumptive of his
scanty means by selling him a pfepa-ratio- n
of unproved value 'and TpossTblo
danger? Would the German people
permit their sick to be the victims
of such a scheme? Why did Friedmann come, to the United States? Because we have, in Europe, the reputation of being "easy." Because this
country is supposed to be the borne
of the
promoter. The
American people have no respect for
the man who uses legal technicalities
for profit or to escape punishment.
Will the American public and the
American press tolerate this attempt
to make our unfortunate consumptives
a source of gain for a rapacious foreigner, promoting a remedy of unproved merit in violation of the spirit of our laws?

WOMAN FACES MURDER CHARGE
Livingston, Mont., May C The case
of Mildred Kelly, indicted on a charge
jI first degree murder, was called iu
ccurt today for tial. The defendant,
who is also known as Helen Rosen-steiis alleged to have shot and killed Ed Pratt, with whom ehe lived.
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A Duty that Every Man Owes to Those
who Perpetuate the Race.

c!rS

It is Just as Important that men sbouid
know of piouri'ssive methods In advance of
motherhood.
The Btiffprlnc, pnln anrt distress lneldcnt to ehlld-boariican bo oily
avoided by having at hand a bottle
of
Mother's Kriend.
This Is a wonderful, penetrating, external applleatlon that relieves all tension-upothe miiBeles ami enables them to expand
without the painful strain upon the J laments. Thug (here Is avoided all those nervous spells ; the tendency to nausea vr morning sii kness Is counteracted, and a bright,
sunny, happy disposition Is preserved tii.it
rellects wonderfully upon the character and
temperament of the little one soon to open
Its eyes in bewilderment at the Joy of hi
Yon
arrival.
can obtain a V.ttnj of
"Mother's Friend" at any dnia store) at
$1.00, and It will he the best; dollar's wi.f:h
obtained.
yon
It preserves the ti other's health, enables her to make- a fiuii-and complete recovery, and thus win renewed strength, she will eiurerlv iWot
herself to the earo and atteml, n
n
mean so ranch, to the welfare of t'ie rWi.i
Writs to tho
ltegnlator Co., 5 '.:
Lamar I lids., Atlanta, Ga., for their valuable and Instructive book of iwidiince for
expectant mothers. Get bottft of Mm-i-er- '

W
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from the second," $75, and from the
third, $21 Corporations are subject
ESTABLISHED 187
to the normal income tax of one per
cent on their net incomes, and since
none of these sums, nor all of them
Publlsed By
together, exceed the normal income
rHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
limit of $20,000 for invldiduals, Mr.
(In corporate)
A
personally doe'3 not have to
pay any income tax on this part of
It is paid for him at
EDITOR his income.
M. PADGETT
the rale of one per cent by the corporation.
as a
,
"The law gives .Mr. A
.u.'.iivd.t
taxable person, an exemption of $1,

lie

M.

gaily

(Dytic

v

000.

Kntered at the postoi'fice at East
"lie is, of course, entitled to make
s Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- no reduction for the rent of $1,200
sion through the United States mailt that he pays for his dwelling, or for
second class matter.
household expenses...
"To sum up the income personally
TF.RMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
would have
taxable to him; .Mr. A
r:
a net business income of $20,000 from
Daily, by Cr-le06 his
For Copy
apartment houses; in all, $41,000
i
15
From this, he will deduct the amount
Cm
.66 of his
se Month
exemption, namely, $4,000, leav
7.50
One Year
ing $37,000 as his net income subject
to tax. On the first $1,000 of this
Dally by Msll
sum (that is, the first $20,000, less
One Year
300 the exemption), he will have to pay
lx Months
one per cent or $160. On the remaining $17,000 he will have to pay an
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
additional one per cent making two
GROWER
20e per cent or $340. His total income
one Year
lax will thus be $300."
tix Month

Wk

0

in Advance lor Mail Subscrip-

tions)
draft, check or money
rfsrder. K sent otherwiuo we will not
responsible for loss.
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LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

are guaranteed the
dally and weekly circulation
any newspaper In northern New
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Santa Fe, N. M., May 6. Mounted
Policeman C. F. Lambert has arrest
ed John Lewis at Colmor, charged
with stealing two horses which were
found at Gillespie's ranch near that
place. It seems from police reports
that Lewis has been riding about that
people,
country trying to terrorize
wearing a gun and loafing around Oca-te- ,
in company with a man named
Jesus Gomez, who is now in California
and is also wanted. Officer Lambert
has been very busy and has found
plenty of work to keep him occupied
in Taos, San Miguel, Mora and Colfax
counties.
Lewis has been a source
of annoyance for a long time to the
citizens hi, the vicinity in which he
was arrested; a warrant having been
out ever since January.
Sergeant .John D. Beal has returned
from El Paso and has been on the
trail of Juan Gil, art Indian and Anto'
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nio Martinez,

WHY I THINK JOHNNIE DUNDEE WON
FROM JOHNNIE KILBANE, CHAMPION

s

a--

e:

Kil-ban-

Kil-ban-

Kil-ban- e

Cleve-lande-

1

Csb.

the law, and therefore Vannot be deducted from the gross amount of premiums received in this state by your
company, and are subject to taxation
at the rate of two per cent and we
taxes be
must request the foliowic
BY SCOTTY M0NTEITI1 IN HIE ALBIQUERQUE HERALD
time."
reasonable
within
a
paid
The Pacific Mutual, in repliy to a
"Why I thought Dundee won will no tire and Dundee seemed to be getsimilar letter, sends it remittance and
doubt interest some of the Herald's ting stronger. At the end of the
says: "We have yours
readers While I do not claim to be s eighteenth round Kilbane had a weary
stating that the insurance department writer I think l' have several little look and
began looking at the round
of New Mexico has ruled that divinotes that will prove interesting to indicator. Dundee seemed to notice
dends used in the reduction of prem-iuthe fight fans relating to the recent Kilbane's condition and tore into him,
are not return premiums within
for the featherweight cham- landing many hard blows to the body.
contest
the meaning of the law. It is needheld at McCarey's
Vernon In the last round Dundee changed his
pionship
much
less to say that we regret very
29. The articles of agree- style again and had Kilbane up in the
arena
April
this decision, but in compliance with ment called
for the boys to weigh in air trying to find him. Kilbane was
herewith our
your request enclose
at 9:15 p. nt. and to be in the rin?r fading away fast and the bell surely
clieck."
'
within 15 minutes
later, and for was sweet music to him.
The list of companies notified by the
which both men posted a forfeit of
H. M. Walkare or the Los Angeles
state commissioner of insurance and
$500. .Needless to say both men were Examiner had the following to say in
the amounts due on return dividends
in the ring and the contest started writing of the contest:
New York Life, $I,681.G9; Pa
the time set.
"It was the first time in the history
Mutual before
cific Mutual, (paid), $32.8-")from the tap of the first gong of
Now,
uoxing that a champion allowed
Life, $880.30; Equitable Life, $07.27;
until the last, Dundee was the aggres the challenger to be the aggressor
The Northwestern .Mutual Life has
sor. The nrst two rounds were siow, throughout the entire contest."
failed as yet to report.
both men evidently feeling each other
l.
Referee Eyton along with some
Supreme Court in Session
out. In the third Dundee went after
The supreme court opened its May
8,000 fans declared it a draw. DeWitt
e
liian and right here is where
session on Monday with the follow his
Van Court of the Times, in his, article
started to run.
on
the contest, 'said:
ing cases for hearing yesterday:
e
Dundee stuck his jaw out to
Benjamin B. Spencer, appellant, vs.
credit there was to the
"Whatever
in an effort to get the champion
Gross, Kelly and Company, appellees
contest belongs to Dundee, for bis
to stand and trade punches, but
Bernalillo.
would not tarry long enough. In ever willingness to make it a real
State of .New Mexico, appellant, vs
was always evident." Matt
r fight
the ninth round Dundee had the
H. A. Ingalls, appellee, Chaves.
and Ed O'Malley, the well
missing and was countering
of the evening papers,
writers
known
very prettily. In the tenth Kilhane
declared It a good draw between the
was
and
tactics
jeerbis
butting
SUFFRAGETTES TRY TO began
ed by the crowd. It was in this round two best men in the featherweight
that Kilhane butted Dundee over the division. Kilbane In a statement to
A HOTEL eye. cpening a gash almost an inch one of the sporting writers said he
He was warned by Referee was well satisfied with the decisionl
long.
In the fourteenth and that Dundee was a very clever
LONDON IS THE SCENE OF MORE Charley Eyton.
round Dundee piled up a big lead and and a very hard man to hit, and danVIOLENCE BY WOMEN WHO
had Kilhane guessing with his, famous gerous at all times.
WISH TO VOTE
Dundee has a number of offers but
Kilbane continued
kangaroo punch.
not accept anything until he
will
to clinch, marring what might have
London, May 0. A militant suffrag
hears
from Uncle Tom McCarey, the
lie
was
a
been
contest,
again
great
ette caught early this morning by the
Los
Angeles
promoter, regarding the
at and told to 'stand up and
police in the act of placing a bomb jeered
bout
between him and Ad
pioposed
a
like
real
title
defend
his
and
at the entrance to the Grand hotel, fight
which I have posted
for
and
Dundee kept boring in and Wolgast,
which is crowded with American tour- champ.
same to go as a
a
as
$1,000
forfeit,
a
to
at
mix
showed
any and
willingness
ists, was brought up at Bow street
Dundee has
side bet if necessary.
to
was
times.
all
Kilbane
beginning
police court later in the day and re
been boxing but two years and five
manded by the magistrate for further
has succeeded in securing for the 1915 months and has bad 109 contests; he
inquiry. She gave the name of Ada
international exposition more than one has never lost a decison and in only
Ward.
one instance has he had a newspaper
The bomb was in the form of a tin hundred conventions and congresses. decision
given against him. Dundee
Included
in
this
remarkably large
canister to which was attached a
is
not
20
years old yet, is married
number of the important gatherings
lighter fuse. A placard bearing the
o fa big bouncing girl
father
and
the
most
a
are
number
of
the
important
words "Votes for Women" was wrap
that is just seven weeks old. Dundee
education
and
.scientific
organizations
ped around it.
was married on the first of June in the
The Grand hotel is Bitualed on Tra of the nation,
Mr. Barr is best known through his afternoon and fought Young Wagner
falgar Square.
The methods em- at the St. Nicholas A. C. the same
work in Stockton.'
Church is Burned
contest for a
in
that
city under bis admin- night and left after the
St. Catherine's, the parish church ployed
were in such a demand that
of Hatcham, in the southeast of Lon istration
a publishing bouse of New York City
was
this
fire
morning
don,
gutted by
of
and the outrage is placed by the po issued a book known as the Book
been
Method.
Stockton
He
has
always
lice to the account of the militant

wanted by Superintend-

BLOWUP

v-

Just how the income tax provision ent McManus, for having broken away
w the democratic' tariff hill is goin from the road canii at Elmendorf, and
to work, is presented in. the following skipped over the border. As yet the
computation made by a New Jersey men have not been apprehended.
papelj figuring on the proposition:
Raton Wins Water Case
is a dry goods merchant,
"Mr. A
The case of. 4 he city of Raton for
wi''a business of his own, but not the control of the waters of the Chi suffragettes. The edifice was well
Hn'ownS his store in corica stream against the claims of alight before the fire was discovered
inaotfporated.
Newark and derives a gross income the water company, argued before and the roof crashed in soon after the
of $oo,000 ayear. Out of his past the state engineer last Saturday, Ra- arrival of the firemen.
Except for the outer walls and a
profils he has invested $200,000 in ton won, and was declared the proper
rentals custodian of the stream at that point. few pews, St. Catherine's church
two apartment houses, the
from which bring him $20,000 annual- This is considered not only a great was destroyed. The damage is over
ly; and $12,000 additional he has in- victory for Raton, but a victory for $50,000.
vested in the capital stock of three the cause of municipal ownership
Aequith Opposes Suffrage.
In opposing the woman's suffrage
domestic corporations as follows: throughout the state. It is a matter
?10,000 in one, $1,500 in another and that will he of importance to all the bill in the house of commons today
$000 in the third; the dividends paid cities in New Mexico. Mayor Shuler Premier Asquith said he would resign
cabinet ever
Iy each corporation for the previous and City Attorney Diekley, of Raton. if his colleagues in the
did
not feel jus
that
er
been
cent.
There
five
they
suggested
are
The
over
other
i
the result.
elated
year having
is a mortgage of $50,000 at five per gentlemen of the Raton side of the tified in following a government, the
head of which was opposed to them.
ent per annum on his store property case are also greatly. pleased.
When the debate was resumed this
but otherwise hii real estate is free
NewvMercantile Company
Mid clear. He has no personal notes
Certificate of incorporation has been afternoon the premier defended the
outstanding. During the year he haB filed with ,tjie corporation commission government's course, saying it. was
spent $23,000 cash in putting an add by the Valley Mercantile and Banking consistent with the best traditions of
tion on his store. He rents his dwel company,' with principal offices at An- British statesmanship. ... . ,.
He regietted that he found himself
ling, paying a rental of $1,200 a year. thony, Doha Anaf cbtihty, and C. E. Milat variance with his colleagues on
"How much income tax does he ler, agent- - jThe- capital stock is
have to pay?
of $100 per 'share, held as fol- the suffrage question and greatly
"First, as to his business, he will lows: Of Vnthpn.y4 C. E. Miller, 75; showed regret at severing himself
bo liable only for a tax on the net J. R. Livesay, SOf K. Nietzschmann, from the prosecution and other great
income, and this he will calculate 73; of El Paso,. C. S., Wood worth, 40; causes. He would lay down his ofvery much as he would do for himself W. Cooley',,10; John A. Dick, 20; fice if his colleagues ever suggested
if there were no income tax. That Messrs. Miller, Woodworth and Cooley that they did not feel justified in folis, he will deduct necessary expenses are the directors. The former com lowing a government, the head Vr $5
,
incurred in carrying on the business, pany, known as the Valley Mercantile which was opposed to them.
interest accrued and payable during and Lumber company, has applied for "They never did that," declaredv the
;
the year on indebtedness, all taxes a permit td dissolve:
premier amid cheers.
bill created
the
said
Mr.
of
Asquith
thelncome
course,
tax)
Confirmed
excepting,
Appointment
for the year, losses from fire or other
The confirmation by tb,e senate of 6,000,000 new voters, and it had never
elecaccident not covered
by insurance, the appointment of Francisco Delgado, been approved by the existing
bad debts written off the books, a as register of the United States land torate. He continued:
filbdc; be
reasonable allowance for wear and office for the Santa Fe district, was :: "Would our .political
tear in his store, but no additional made last week. ,
strengthened, would cur legislative
fabric be more respected, would our
allowance for restoring such wear and
No Reflection on Chaves
ecoial and democratic life be enrichtear, and no allowance for permaheaded
item
to
the
With reference
nent' improvements made to increase "Insurance Companies " Shortage" ap- ed, would our standard of manners
'
I mean the old fashthe' value of his property'.
pearing Saturday, this Item was made alid by manners
"He finds that hisr business "expen up upon "the reports as now filed in ioned virtues of chivalry, cdurtesy and
'e ot uie sexes on, one
ses f or the year were $74,000; his in- the ofBrtivflfi'thn state :orntrat.ion t IP .
..r
debtedness on the mortgage is
Another be raised or refined ,- wo
commission.: 'and "was intended-'ht-Jnall , losses were covered, by t in- way as a reflection upon tha office oil fen were given the vote?? ,..".;
surance; had debts were $500; wear the mirmrintenrtent of insurance asp, Cries of "of course they would"
and "tear amounted to $1,000; taxes we are informed ,by Mr. Chaves, th:twere raised on all sides of the house
were another $1,000. From the gross he has also submitted the matter to The premier strongly denied that par
Income from his dry goods business, the insurance companies by corres- liament had been neglectful of wo'
man, and said he saw no evidences
2
then, the law allows him to deduct pondence.
that British women as a whole wantthe eum of these amounts, or $79,000. (Signed)
ed tha vote.
"The rent which h receives from STATE CORPORATION
COMMIS;
: re two
SION. apartment houses comes from
EDUCATIONAL HEAD CHOSEN
The explanation of the above matter
20 tenants, each of whom pays $1,000
San Francisco, May 6. James A.
a year. The tax on this part of his is made by the state insurance comIncome cannot be held by the ten- missioner, Jacobo Chaves, in extracts Barr, one of the best known educatsuits for payment at source, since they from letters sent out by him and those ors in the west, and secretary of the
would be required to withhold it only received from the insurance compan- California Teachers' association, has
in case each paid more than $4,000 ies doing business in this slate. One been appointed chief of the departa year, lie must, therefore, state sent to the New York Life is given ment of educators of the Panama-PacifiInternational exposition.
ihw income from rents in his return In subistanee as follows:
"It is the
During the past year Chief Barr has
and par the tax thereon himself.
opinion of this department that divi",! tn tfn:; dividends, bis income dends to policy holders are not re- been manager of the exposition's bufrom !h fiivt corporation is $300; turn premiums within the meaning of reau of conventions and societies, and
.

$30,-00-
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.

.

o

$2,-0-
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honeymoon trip through Canada. Dundee was a frail looking boy when he
took up boxing
and weighed 109
pounds. Today he is without a doubt
one of the best developed men in the
world. His earnings up to date are
over $20,000 for two years and five
months. Dundee does not
drink,
smoke or chew tobacco. He received
$5 for his first contest in New York
and for boxing Kilbane he received a
guarantee and $600 for expuenses, a
total of $3,1000. The receipts for the
Dundee-Kilbancontest were $13,838.
Kilbane received $5,000 for his share.
e

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
of
0.
Lowering
Chicago,
May
a
was
consequence
wheat values today
of additional good ranks in the winter wheat "belt. Cables came half to
off because of favorable Russian
and American crop advices.
Opening
figures showed declines of a shade to
to A
.
July started
and weakened to
off at MVs to
89
.
The close was weak with

VV

.
net loss at 894
off at 55,
July corn opened
and reacted to 55 Vi
dipped to 55
.
The close was weak with July
.
at 55, a net decline o
July oats opened a shade to lower
at 34i.
and dropped to 34.
V
Provisions opened irregular
higher to 10 lower. ,. Buying of lard
later gave a firm tone to the market.
Pork $19.45 to
July first prices:
to $10.85; ribs
$19.55; lard $10.82
$11.07. The closing quotations for
the day were as follows:
Wheat, May 8918; July 89; September 89.
Corn, May
July 55; September 55.
Oats, May 35; July 34; Sep-- ;
tember 34.
Pork, May $19.22; July $19.25;
September $19. 07..
Lard May $19.85;
July $10.75;
September $10.75.
Ribs, May $11.40; July; 110.97:
September $10.77.

.July at

1

a4;

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 6. Improvement l
the foreign markets had no influence
on trading hj.'t; today, notwithstanding the ready response wh cn stocks
made yesterday to the rise abroad.

The hesitating tone at the opening
indicated that foreign news was losing Its force, and bears raided the
list.
Developments at home favored

short selling. The closing down of
several textile mills and the persistent weakness of the Harriman shares
tended to spread pessimistic feeling.
Recent campaigns against the short
interests put the market in a less
favorable position to oppose professional selling and the bears met little opposition.
London bought some stocks at the
opening but the purchases from this
source were not heavy enough to
more than cause a passing Influence.
'
Bonds were easy.
Weakness of standard stocks left
many of fhe miner properties in a
rather vulnerable position and when
the bears put out tentative selling orders, prices gave way sharply. Underwood Typewriter and
Chemical issues reached new
low records.
Traders sold the Harriman stocks
at will, Southern Pacific falling 3
and Union Pacific 3 points. Active
selling also went on in other parts
of the list.
preferred gave way 3 points; Reading and
Steel
and numerous other shares a
point or more. The halt to the improvement in the bond market and
the unmistakable slowing up of gen
eral business increased bearish sentiment.
The last sales were as follows:
73
Amalgamated Copper
111
bid
Sugar,
,919
Alchison .
.160
....
Reading
v
94
Southern Pacific
147
Union., Pacific ..I
59
United States Steel
106
United States Steel, pfd
n

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Mo., May 6. Cattle-rece- ipts
200 south8,000, including
erns. Market strong to 10c higher.

Kansas City,

Native steers $7.258.75; southern'
steers $6.108.00; southern cows and
heifers $4.507.75; native cows and
heifers $4.258.5u; stockers and feedbulls. $6.007.35;
ers $6.5()8.00;
western steers
calves $6.5010.00;
cows
western
$4.507.25.
$G.758.40;
Market
13,000.
Hogs Receipts
strong. Bulk' of sales $8.358.40;
heavy $8.258.35; packers and butchers $8.308.45; light $S.358.45; pigs
$7.007.75.
Market
Sheep--Recei9,000.
Muttons $5.00
steady to strong.
Colorado
lamt
G.60;
$6.758.60;
range wetheYs and yearlings $5.50
7.23; range ewes $5.006.25.
pts

OUR MOST

prominently identified with the National Education association and witn
other educational and scientific bodies.
Chief Barr is a resident of
North Berkeley where ho can keep
in close touch with the activities of
the University of California.

1
"LANGLEY DAY"
Washington, May 6. In accordance
with a custom inaugurated last year
the Aero Club of Washington today
held its annual observance of Langley
day, the anniversary of the first flight
of the lale Peol'essor S. P. Langley's
aeroplane at tidewater, Va., in 189(1.
The exercises of the day were held
at the Smithsonian institution, where
a tablet in memoiy of Professor Lang-lewas unveiled. The program also
included formal announcement of the
annual award of the two copies of the
Langley gold medal that has been established for the recognition of notable work In aid 'of,, aviation.. The
recipients this year: were Glenn H.
Curtiss, who has developed the hydroaeroplane, and M. Gustave Eiffell, the
famous French engineer and scentist,
who has establishedan
laboratory of his own in Paris and has
done more research Viwork in aerial
matters than any otnejman now living.
OBSERVE

aero-djnami- c

MISSISSIPPI

LAWYERS

OF

EN'S

Haz-elhur- st

WEDDING.
Mo.,
Unionville,
May 6. Many
guests from out of town came to
Unionville today for the wedding of
Miss Josephine McKinley, only daughter of former Lieutenant Governor
John C. McKinley and Mrs. McKinley,
and1 Clyde Herman Wady, of Cambridge, Mass. Mr. Wady, who graduated from Yale last year, is the only
son of Clifton S. Wady, a, well known
writer of New York and Boston.
WADY-McKINLE-

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR SALE Thoroughbred bull pups.
Call at 103(1 Fourth street. Price is

reasonable.

GARMENTS

Every Garment in the
House Reduce:! from
TO

15

2a

?;

The firiestl assembly of
ever gesctlered inder
ovir roof. Stoclcs are now very
complete. Prices the very lowest

Mer-chndi- se

1

Castaneda

Store of Quality"

'The

Opposite

Hotel

c

IDE

Will Continue for Two Weeks

MEET.

Jackson, Miss., May 6. With many
noted representatives 'of the bench
and bar in attendance, the annual
meeting of the Mississippi Bar association convened in this city today for
a three days' sessiou. The program
has as its leading fealnres tTj.e presidential address of R.H.'Miiier of
and the annual address to be
delivered before the association by
Blewett Iee of Chicago, general counsel of the Illinois Central railroad.
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e:lasvegas.

As We

N.Mf

Advertise
4
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PERSONALS

A

T. E. Leonard of Raton was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
George Lewis left this afternoon
for Albuquerque on a few days' visit.
H. B. Phelps of Raton was a visitor
in Las Vegas today from the Gate

Full Assortment of

I1D0Y

City.

BLOUSES

O A. Larrazoio left this afternoon
for Santa Fe on a few days' business
visit.
A. A. Kroenig of Optimo, came in
hist night for a short business visit
in this city.
John McNierney of Rocadia came
in last night for a few days; business
visit in this city.
0. P. Van Houten of Shoemaker
came in this afternoon for a few
days' business viist in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher of Mineral Hill drove in last evening for a
few days' business visit in Las Vegas.
F. L. Schenabel of Albuquerque
came In last night from the Duke
City for a' short business visit here.
C. E.
Hageberk of Albuquerque
came in last night from the Duke City
for a short business visit in Las Ve-

Norfolk styles with Patent
Leather1 Belts.Tennis style,
'Sailor style, with white,
red and blue collars. Also
various other styles at

10
Hoffman ft Graobarth
As'nlt or the NEW IDEA

10c

fmi

PHONE MAIN 104

ANOTHER

SANTA

CONCERT

COMING
ORCHESTRA

WOODEN

BERTHA

TE

WILL ENTERTAIN

RAIL-

ROADERS SATURDAY.

Next Saturday evening at the Y.
A. another Santa fe concert
will be given. This concert will be
presented by the Bertha Wooden orchestra, which Is known in every
large city in America to be made up
of artists of exceptional ability. Superintendent S. E. Busser has said the
following concerning this orchestra:
It is only by unusual good luck, so
called, that I have been able to procure this company. This orchestra
has been in such great nemand that
it has been the work of a genius to
squeeze in dates for the Santa' Fe
trip. Like many lyceum attractions,
they consider an appearance at the
Santa Fe reading rooms a rare
to test their strength and
the exquisiteness of their work. They
know that to win the approval of our
employes their rendition must be superb, artistic, high grade, and appeal
only to the noblest, sentiments. They
have been on my booking list now for
four years and I congratulate you on
the (privilege of at last hearing and
meeting them. My only regret is that
their time is very limited and I cannot place them at every reading room
on the system. Don't miss Bertha
Wooden and her players of many instruments.
The tickets for this concert will be
reserved for the railway folk on
Thursday and Friday and on Saturday for the general public.
M. C.

gas.
J. G. Fitzgerald", a well known commercial man from Dallas, Texas, was
a business' visitor in Las Vegas today,
A. W. Pulleu, representative for a
number of manufacturing houses, was
a business visitor at the local stores
today.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Naylor of Mineral Hill came in this morning from
their home for a few days' visit in
Las Vegas.
Charles A. Spiess returned this afternoon from Raton where he has
been for the past two days attending
to business matters.
Mrs. J. E.Copeiand returned last
night from Clovis where she has been
for the past few days as the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. McMahon.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Cochran and
child arrived in this city last night
from St. Louis, Mr. Cochran will enter the employ of R. J. Taupert as a

H. A. Schumacker, representative
for the King Brimsmaid Millinery
company, was a business visitor at
the local millinery stores today.. W. E. Corbet?, owner of the Corbett
Sanitary dairy,- returned this afternoon from Nolan where he has been
for the past few days on business.
Mrs. Frances Darling of New York
and Mrs. Perry Onion left this afternoon for Denver where they will visit
relatives for a few days and then go
to Louistown, 111. Mrs. Darling will
return to her home in New York and
Mrs. Onion will remain in Louistown
for several weeks. Mrs. Darling, who
is a sister of Mrs. Onion, has been in
Las Vegas for the past few weeks.

TOMORROW
V. M. C. A.

Boys' class 4:15 o'clock.
Business Men's class 5 o'clock.

r
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now tj change

from the heavj winter breakfast to one, which includes a
dish of
'.j'i-

i

Or aoe Huts
a.nd Crea.m
'

These crisp, nutty granules provide , in attractive form
the true nourishment of prime wheat and malted barley.
is just the food to put brain and body in fine
Grape-Nut- s
fettle.

"There's a R.eason
Grape-Nut-

s.

John

W. Harris, President

STANDINGOF

CLUBS

League.
Won Lost

Club

R. B. Schoonmaker of the Harvey
ranch, who was in Las Vegas today
and yesterday, states that the country
surrounding the upper Gallinas is one
of the prettiest spots in the mountains this year. The alfalfa is now
in its prime and the color of this product makes a pretty impression along
the whole country. The wheat is rip-
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13

7

Brooklyn
St. Louis

10

7

11

8

Pittsburg,

10

9

.650
.588
.579
.526
.500
.250
222
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New York

8

8

Boston
Cincinnati

4

12
14

4

American
Club

League.
Won Lost

13

9'

St. Louis

9

Boston
Detroit

7
6

12
11
14

.813
.733
.684
.591
.429
.389
.300

New York

2

15

.118

Philadelphia
Washington
Cleveland
Chicago

-

13
11
13

3
4
6

Western League.
,,Won Lost

Club

Denver
St. Joseph
Lincoln
Omaha

14
-- 10

1
'

6
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8
9

4

10
12

.286
.143

2
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-
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12th

Evening May
The Event oi Many Years

"ANight in Australia"
By Dr.

J. II. Landau

More than 100 Illustrations.

(Cannibals, Aborigine, Kanakas,
Bush Rangers, the Great Cities and Industries of Australia,
the Scenery, Geysers and White Terraces of New Zealand, the Goant
Ferns of Tasmania.)
Maoris,

-

Australian Songs and Recitations by the well known artists:

Mrs. Chas. Kolin
Mrs. Chas. O'Malley
Mrs. Roy Prentice
Mrs. J. H. Landau
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we will sell the famous

EL TOSTOVO
a llowing electric stove

forl2 PRICE

NOT A LECTURE

This $4.00 stove will be iold all over the U. S. for one day only
May 10th for J2.00. Send In your orders early to be delivered ou
that day.

IS

1. THINK
I toasting two slices of crispy, brown toast right at your
breakfast table in a couple of minutes.
2. THINK of that fried egg or rasher of bacon being done to a turn
'
along with the toast.,
3. THINK big cheerful thoughts in sickness or emergency with
Tostovo at hand to heat water, milk or broth or to use at the bed-

On

C. H. Stewart, the
well known
salesman at the C. D. Boucher grocery, today resigned and will enter the
employ of the Santa Fe Railway company tomorrow as a file clerk at the
superintendent's office. Stewart has
been in the employ of the Boucher
grocery for the past ten years and
has given efficient service. Paul
Schoeny will enter the employ of the
Boucher store. Walter Randolph will
be head clerk and Schoeny will take
Randolph's place.

iii

1--

OPERA HOUSE

TRAVELOGUE AND

next Monday evening at the
Duncan opera house Dr. Jacob Landau will deliver a travelogue entitled,
"A Night In Australia." Dr. Landau
will speak of compulsory arbitration
in Australia and the system by which
it works; woman suffrage in Australia and its effects, which will be immensely interesting to the womenof
Las Vegas and may be influential
in helping them get the ballot- -.
i JrLandaa 'lso will Btajv "$f Aus
tralia as a sport-lovincountry; New
the
Zealand, J,bewonder country
,worl jfjf aisiiiania, agdjitji?1 vlcf fays
and many other subjects that will be
of interest and' instruction to every-bdaAn excellent program of music
and readings baa been arranged for
this evening and no doubt the travelogue wlli be well attended.

Cleofes Romero, Vice President

Tickets and Reservations at Murphey's
Drug Store. Tickets 50c and 75c

'

''Kliilllfi

.933
.625

6

fi

7

s
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Pet.

.600
.533
.429
'.400

9
S

I

,

Pet.

$111,000

Assistant Secretary

j.jUvL

Pet.
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LOUIS NEWMAN HERE FOR BOYD BOUT

9

Philadelphia
Chicago

-

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Ivo W. Lively,

Earl has installed a numoer of modern improvements and expects to
make a big success o the undertaking. Mr. Earl is a great admirer of
the' country surrounding! . his place
and of all New Mexico for that matter.

before.

j

TRUST CO.

.

Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary

(

side.''

'
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THINK bright thoughts," you office people with that cup of hot
tea or soup to "top off" those cold lunches El Tostovo does It.
5. THINK this one for the youngsters. El Tostovo is a marvel
at popping corn. Just use an ordinary wire popper.
6. THINK all you young people who know the delights of. the
,
midnight, "snack,'', El Tosto.yo is there with a capital "T"
7. u THINK
that Ei i Tostovo does .this wtihout eoot, smoke or dirt
-- and with most of the. bother
Jeft out ?
8. THINK that you use your own utensils in all this. Thus does DI
Tostovo adapt itself to your needs.
of the thousands of steps you will save in five years,
9. - THINK
between kitchen and 'breakfast table.
10. THINK If you can of any other cooking appliance you have
that is guaranteed for five yeaTs.
El Tostovo is furnished complete with cord and attachment plug to
be used on any lamp socket
It starts to heat the moment the current is snapped on. Ideal far
warm weather because1 the visible glowing coils add cheer Bnd hospitality to the meal without increasing the heat of the room.
GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS YOU NEED EL TOSTOVO.
Let us demonstrate its efficiency to you today.
4.
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Grocers everywhere sell

I

CCOUNT

The small account will get the same courteous treatment as the large one,
We pay 4 per cent interest on savings. $1.00 opens an account.
... OFFICERS .. .

THE! WAY DR. .LANDAU
STYLES HIS ADDRESS OF
NEXT MONDAY NIGHT.

For Health's Sake
i,dea

j

A

-

-

-
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THIS

Change with the time of year.

It's a good

Capital

Gal-lina-

.!.

Des Moines
city.
Siouf City
W. Ei Brown of Tucumcarl drovo Tope"ka
in last night for a short business
Wichita
it in this city. Mr. Brown is on his
way to Santa Barbara, New Mexico.
Mr.
On the way from Tucumcari

Breakfast Ideas

the Pecos forest reserve were visitors
at the Harvey ranch yesterday. Mr.
Viles and Mosimann are at present
employed in opening a trail from the
Sapello to the north fork of the
This trail will be a great benefit to the people who go to that section of the state every year to fish.
The trail will be of less than a 12
per cent grade and will be a great improvement, as the old trail is so steep
that frequently it is impossible to
make the trip without several stops
to rest the horses. With the new trail
the trip can be made more quickly. A
number of the devotees of the fishing
sport will go up to the Pecos this
year and reports from there state
that fishing will be better than ever

The famous El Porvenir summer resort is working full blast this season
and has had all the patrons that it
can accommodate comfortably thus
far. This resort is a special trip for
the Las Vegas citizens who go up
every Sunday and spend'" the day
among the pines. Miss1 Lenhard1, who
is managing the resort this year, has
ening rapidly and prospects are excel- made numerous improvements, which
lent for an enormous crop this year, have made the resort more comfortBASEBALL.
YESTERDAY'S
says Mr. Schoonmaker. He also stat- able.
ed that the stream this year has a
National League.
Pablo A. Sena was a business visitAt.Philadelphia: Philadelphia, 6; larger flow than has been known for
or in Las Vegas today from his home
several years.
New York, 3.
:.- in Rowe.
At Boston: Brooklyn, 3; Boston, 2.
The fishing season opens on the
American League.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Hubbard left
At Boston: Washington, 5; Boston, fifteenth of this month and it is exfor Colorado, in the section
overyesterday
streams
3.
will
be
that
the
pected1
;.
.;.
At New York. Philadelphia, 8; New run with anglers. There has been of which state where Mr. Hubbard can
no stocking of the streams thus far find the best fishing they will spend
York. 1.
this year, but there are still a num the summer. The Hubbards traveled
Western League.
in their automobile.
They will not
At Omaha: Omaha, 6; St. Joseph, ber of the big ones left.
return until early Jail.
4.
F. W. Eai'i of Oklahoma has rented
At Des Moines: Des Moines, 5;
The Ladles' Aid society or the Bap?
the Turner ranch, known as the SunSioux City, 4.
hold a white sale and
At Denver: Denver, 1; Lincoln, 0.
ny Brook farm, and will run that tist church will
on
chicken
May 16.
supper
Mr.
place for the next few years.

National

Brown's horse failed him, thus causing some 'dlffltrulty in finishing the
trip.

th

"W i
THE PEOPLES BANK

H. C. Viles and L. H. Mosiinann of

Chicago

"!

at the

OPEN UP TH A T

,

THE MOUNTAINS.

,

FS'SBAuEBALLji
National League.
at Brooklyn; clear.
Pittsburgh at Boston; clear.
Cincinnati at New York; clear.
St. Louis at Philadelphia; clear.
"'American League.
No games cheduled. .
American Association.
Minneapolis at .Milwaukee; clear.
Western League.
Lincoln at Denver; clear.
Wichita at Topeka; clear.
St. Joe at Omaha; clear.
Sioux City, at Des Moines; clear.

.,

NEWS FROM

,

watchmaker.
Ben Williams, chief special officer
for the Santa Fe Railway company,
came in last night from his headquarters in Albuquerque for a short business visit.- Rev. F. F. Grimm, state secretary
of the Christian church for New Mexico, came in from his headquarters
in Albuquerque last night for a short
visisit in this city.
G. A. Richardson of Roswell came
iu last night for a few days' business
Mr. Richardson
visit in Las Vegas.
is attending the meeting of the asy-,lum board, of which he is a member,
J. M. Kurn, superintendent of the
western lines of the Santa Fe Railway company, and F. L. Myers, superintendent of the New Mexico division,
came in this afternoon from La Junta.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Waddell of Denver passed through this afternoon en
route from Denver to Phoenix, Ariz.
Mr. Waddell is a traveling auditor for
the Singer Sewing Machine company,
and at one time was located In this

,
'

-

LOUIS NEWMAN,
Who arrived this afternoon to begin training for his match with Bud
Boyd of Saguache, Colo., on May 16.
i
Louis Newman arrived from Den- made the statement today that he
ver this afternoon in almost perfect would box any boy or man in the city
who could make 150 pounds or less.
physical shape, and says he is pracNewman especially invites the weltically ready for his bout on May 16 terweights and featherweights and
with Bud Boyd. Newman will begin promises not to injure Any one. Much
training tomorrow on the West side interest has been aroused over this
and will use for his training quarters fight, and a number of the Albuquerthe rear of the Pastime pool hall. As que fans will attend the bout, acNewman has not as yet secured a cording to information received today
span-In.partner for this fight he l.v Promoter Charles O'Malley.
?
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CARS

WILL STARTTIIE
RACE

CLASSIC EVENT AT INDIANAPOLIS ON DECORATION DAY TO
BE HOTLY CONTESTED.

rnanu-lacturer-

Indianapolis, J ml., Hay C The en'lists for the third annual SCO mile
race,
International
Sweepstakes
which will be held at tne muianapolts

try

.Motor Speedway,

May 30, nave closed,

cars, representative of the
best the United States and Kurope
have to offer, are now registered for
this event. The entries to date, with
the drivers, are as follows: Stutz, Anderson; Stutz, Men:; Nyberg, H. Endicott; Keeton, Barman; Mason, Evans; Mason, Tower; unknown, not
nominated; Stutz, Herr; Sunbeam
English), Guyot; Henderson, Knip-per- ;
Fox Special, Wilcox; Smada, Adams; Peugeot (French), Goux; Peugeot (French), Zticarrelll; Amel, Lie-saSchacht, Jenkins; Mercer,
Mercer, Bragg; Mercer, Wish-art- ;
t
Mercedes-Knigh(German), Pi'l-ttSpecial-Knight- ,
Pennebaker;
(German),
Tulsa, Clark; Mercedes
.Mulford; Isotta (Italian), Grant; Isot
ta (Italian), Xetzlaff; Isotta (Italian),
not nominated; Case, Dlsbrow; Case,
is. Endicott; Case, Nikrent; unknown
not nominated; Mason, Haupt.
This list of entries Is proof of the
fact that racing interest is steadily
growing, and that this year's event
will tie the greatest speed contest

and

31

a;

$1,050

ever held at the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway, If not in the world. Seven
more cars are entered this year than
were entered 'last and twelve more
will line up for the Indianapolis race
thaa will participate in the French
Grand Prix, which Is tlie greatest
race held in Europe. The fact that the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway has
steadily gained in popularity until today it is the center of the world's
motor interest, is probably the reason
why the European races have lost
s
nmeli of their luster, while the
and drivers have turned
their eyes toward America. All of
the foreign cars entered for the Indianapolis race have been Grand Prix
favorites, and the drivers who are
coming to this, country rank as the
best in Europe.
entries poured into the
office of the speedway management,
some of them being pleasant surprises. Entries for the three car
Case team were mailed from Taylor,
Texas, where the team is at present.
It has been thought for Borne time
that the Case cars would be entered,
e
race pilot
as Louis Disbrow,
of
Case
team, was more
and head
the
than anxious to compete. The team
has been making the rounds of the
dirt tracks and the showing made Is
said to be so satisfactory that entry
In the D00 mile race was held advisable. This season Dlsbrow la going
after the bacon. His partners will be
Bill Endicott and Joe Nikrent, who
have been driving space eaters lor
years. Tho team Is one of the strongest In the field, and if the cars are as
fast and as light as reports say, they
should be well up In front when the
checkered flag falls.
Three Isottas, the big Italian speed
creations which have figured proml- old-tim-

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR BOOB

A
tfmsrvrmonmivM

L

Ti- - .

A slight cola ...
srown
nently among the world's record
of
entered,
holds
been
a
person
also
have
grave
possibilities
breakers,
and it is assured ihat Harry Grant nature. Croup may come on suddenand Teddy Tete'iaff .will be at the ly, bronchitis or pneumonia may dewheels of two of these cars whil the velop, severe catarrhal troublos and
driver for the third has not been nom- consumption are possible results. Foinated. Owing to a strike in the ley's Honey aud Tar Compound nips
Isotta factory at Milan, Italy, there a cold at the outset, cures croup,
quickly checks a
cougii,
has been more or less misunderstandwas and heals inflamed membranes.
It
entries.
these
regarding
ing
the original intention that three IsotTO AID RAILWAY PROGRESS.
tas should be entered, and Tetzlaff,
Nashvillo, Tenn., May G. The
Grant, R. C. Gilhoolep, and Trueco,
an Italian, were among the possibilimeeting of the Railway Developties as drivers. Then it was learned ment association was opened here tothat owing to the Milan strike it day with an attendance of represenwou'id be almost impossible for the tatives of the various departments,
Isotta factory to ship but two cars in industrial, agricultural and immigratime for the Indianapolis race. Tetz-laf- f tion, of the leading railroads of the
and Grant were nominated as United States and Canada. The meet
drivers, while Gilhooley, who tried ing will last two days. Prevention of
out an Isotta on the Indianapolis Mot- damage by floods, Immigration, the
or Speedway several weeks ago, and efficiency, of centralized plants, the
who has been in Kurope arranging for reclamation of wet lands by drain
the shipment of the cars, was named age, and a variety of other subjects
as relief. This information was con will be discussed by trained experts
sidered definite and was made pub- who are making a scientific study of
lic, but at the last moment advices the resources and possibilities along
were received which said that three their lines of railroad, and devising
entries would be made after all, hut means by which they may be best exthe question of tne driver for the ploited and developed.
third car was not settled.
Sallow complexion is due' to a torAnother foreign entry which is fill
motor
enthusiasts
of
HERBINB
liver.
hearts
the
pid
purifies and
ing
with joy Is that of a Mercedes, to be strengthens the liver and bowel3 and
driven by Ralph Mulford. This is the restores the rosy bioom of health to
same car which Ralph DePalma drove the cheek. Price 50c. Sold by Cenlast year and with which he came so tral Drug Co.
near winning the 500 mile race. It
The great calamity in omaha was
has been rebuilt to suit the require
ments laid down to govern this year's quickly overshadowed by the terribly
event, and in its new form has a pis- disastrous floods in Ohio. Great sufton displacement of 450 cubic inches, fering and sickness from colds and
which Is larger than that of any other exposure resulted. L. Poole, 2217 Calicar entered. The entry was made toy fornia St.
writes:
"My
Omana,
B. J. Schroeder of Jersey City, a mildaughtr had a very severe cough and
lionaire sportsman who owns the car. cold but Foley's. Honey and Tar ComWith Mulford in the race in a car pound knocked it out in no time."
which has already demonstrated its Refuse substitutes. 0. G. Schael'er
ability to travel with the fastest in and Red Cross Drug Store.
the game, the smiling pilot who
earned the name of 1910 champion
LOCAL TIME CARD
should set a fast pace for the field.
who
George Clark, the veteran
made a good finish in the Vauderbilt
EAST BOUND
at Milwaukee last year, has been nomAmvf
fiepsr
inated to drive the specially built TulNo.
2. ... 9:10 p m
9:15 p
sa, entered by C'ardedn Green of Brok4
No.
11:05 p. m
11:05 p
en Arrow, Okla. The car has made a
No.
a.
2:05
m
....
2:10 s
remarkably good showing on the dirt No in
m
2: in i
1:45
p.
is
owner
tracks of the west and its
confident that it will be attle to hold
WEST BOUND
its own on the big brick speedway.
No.
1:20 p. m.. .
:4ft 0
the
at
of
man
With a
Clark's ability
B: 10 a. m
3
No.
:15 a.
wheel, the' car will have every chance
7
No.
m
4:20
4:30
p.
p
a
of
to prove its worth. The entry
No.
9.
fi:35 p. m
7:00 p
l
adds spice to the
ihird
list, and with a driver no less known
than William Haupt in charge, the
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
list of American veteran wheelmen
AND
takes on added significance.
SIGN PAINTING
cars were entered
Two Mason
shortly after the lists were opened
N. O.
but the drivers have just been nomi429 GRAND AVE.
nated. In addition to Haupt, Bob
Evans and Jack Tower will compose
the Mercer team. These men are
widely known through their associaPETER P. MACKEL
tion with the racing game. They parHOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
ticipated in the first boo mile race
lard wool Finishing, Fapar Hands
held at the Indianapolis .Motor Speeduid Glazing
way, Evans acting as Tower's mecha'Estimates Cheerfully Given,
nician on a Jackson car. Evans set a
est Sldn Pin?
Old Towi
record on the speedway for time
trials in the fall of 1911, driving a
Flanders car. Both Evans and Tower
drove in the races at Savannah in
m r
ET"
1911, finishing first and' second re1
1
spectively) in the light car class.
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LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS
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Las Vegas Automobile

Phjne Main 344.

E.

D.

S. B.

&

Machine

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Props

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Vice
President. Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds,
II. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Davis, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.
I

Capital,

$100,000

M.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest PalJ on Time Deposits

G

O--

L
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

RYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE

FROM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
:nVGTAL CREAMER Co

HERMAN

1)1it1!

ror

BASEBALL

NOTES.

With Sharpshooters Kucker, Alien
and Stack pitching real ball, Bill
Dahlen'si Superbas are bound to cop
a fair share of their games.
This fellow. Johnson, the Naps'
first sacker, is some clouter. Iajoie,
Jackson and Johnson form a trio of
heavy stickers that will freeze the
feet of many a pitcher.
Manager Jake Stahl, of the Champs,
says that he has been out of the
game on account of weak legs, but it
is whispered that Jake's batting glims
are on the blink; hence the bench

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
f J4 -- if
use

you

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A.

COLUM
RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

7

It s giving you
a present for do-

ing

something
ao any
a
you
1

H?
NUMBER,

ring.
Commodore Morton F. Plant, owner
of the New London club, of the Eastern association, has had, a email
"grand! etand" erected at his ball
yard, to accommodate himself and
friends. Now the society editor will
have td break Into the game.

FLOUR reclh
Made
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Wanted

by

y

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
"N
GENUINE WM.
Y ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
P

LATE

BEAUTIFUL

A

(STER-

LING) FINISH

X'

EMPRESS
can be

ob- -

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

e)

vited. Wm. P. Mills.
W. M., H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary. J

E. ROSEN W'.LD LODGE NO. 541.
O. of B B
.Vtets every first
NO. 2, Tuesday of i.he month in the vestry

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
Reg-ala- r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave ne
d Tuea-aJ- r
aay in each month at
Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
Kinkel, E. C; Cnas. Tarn me, Re-

rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
o'clock p. in .Visiting brothers are
Isaac
invited
cordially
Appel,
President; Cliarltn Greenclay, Sec

Ma-son- lo

retary.

corder.

LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting brethren cordially Invited to atGus
tend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.;
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustet.

I. O. O. F.
1.

Modern 5 room
Visiting members are especially
welcome and cordially Invited.
cottage, convenient to depot, fur- FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Mees every Monday night at
nished or unfurnished. Give da
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
ATTORNEYS
scription and location. P. R., care
8 o'clock.
Optic.
Visiting members are
HUNKER & HUNKER
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
WANTED A competent
president; J. T. Buhtor secretary; Uoorge H. Hunker Chester A. Hnaa
saleslady.
Attorneys-at-LaC. H. Bally, treasurer.
One who can play piano preferred.

WANTED TO RENT

Las

Box 338 City.
8.
WANTED
405

Waitress at Model Cafe
Railroad avenue.

WANTED Porter.
Steady employ
ment. Call Secretary
Commercial
Club.

Mew

Vegas.

Merit"

O. ELKS
Meets second and
OENTISTS
fourth Tuesday evening of eacb
month Elks home on Ninth stre?
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
Crockett Building.
ers are cordially invited. Giv. Wm.
Main li
Con-doOffice
D.
W.
Telephone
Exalted
J. MillB,
Ruler;
Main 1
House Telephone
Secretary.
P.

DR. F. B. HUXIWANN
COUNWANTED American girl for general KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Dentist
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
housework.
Call 818 Main street, or
of any description
work
Denial
R.
O.
C.
in
Hall,
fourth Thursday
phone Vegas 433.
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem- moderate prices.
Center Block. Tel. Main
bers are cordially Invited. Richard Room
Las Vegas, N. M.
Devtne, G. K.; Prank Angel, T. S.

far Rant

FOR RENT

Six room

furnished.

$10.

1

house partly

Apply H., Optic.

EL

DORADO

FOR
RENT Light
housekeeping
rooms, upstairs. 810 Lincoln Ave
a- -

FOR

RENT Furnished
Grand avenue.

rooms,

328

rr-

-

v.

.1

LODGE

NO.

I

KNIGHTS OF PY
TH I AS Meets t
ery Monday even
Ing in Castle Hail

Knighti
Visiting
re cordially lnvit

Professional health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m

Cure for Stomach Disorders.
Disorders of the stomach may be
FOR RENT
Two housekeeping
Chancellor avoided by the use of Chamberlain's
ner,
v' niLi-rooms. 414 Seventh street
? Commander. Harry Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
effected by these tablets.
ry Martin, Keeper of Records anf have been
Sold by all defers.
FOR RENT Suite of rooms for light Seal.
housekeeping. 417 Eighth street.
ed.

FOR RENT CHEAP Nicely furnished three rooifi flat, close in. Phone
Main 407.
FOR RENT
511

Modern furnished flat,
Ninth street.

FOR
RENT Two-roohouse, 921 Lincoln.

furnished

FOR RENT

Three sunny rooms suit
able for 'light housekeeping. 623
Twelfth street.

Chas.

Lieba-i-

CRYSTAL JOE''
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Phone Main 227

Lincoln Ave

U
m

For Sate
FOR SALE Junior Tourist
Good as new. Inquire 1107 Columbia avenue. E. L. V.
FOR SALE Jersey cow, $55, if taken
at once. Address E. F., Optic.
FOR SALE! Square piano and guitar.
810 Lincoln avenue.
AUCTION

SALE

At Kate

Wright's
ranch, 7 miles northeast of Laa Vegas
near Azul, Wednesday, May 7, 1913,
live stock and farm Implements.
Sale starts at 10:30 sharp. W. F.
Calhoun, Auctioneer.

GER-

MAN PROCESS

o. O. MOOSE Meets second
fouiih Thursday evening
month at W. O. W. Hall. Visitlat
brothers cordially Invited. l"r. 4
W
Hour. Dictator; J. ThoraJU,
Secretary

PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
Mra. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Maon the second and fourth Fridays
tron; Mra. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Telephone Main 329.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clark.

w'-

mt

HMiipm

OPTIC'S

L.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regilar con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.

1

way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

duty.
Anyway

the Boston Braves led the
National league' the first week of the
season.
It is perhaps better for a
team to 'iead the league the last week
of the season, but the Braves did nice
work at that.
Attending four of the five games
Washington has played at home tfc.'?
season, stamps President Wilson a
real fan. And Griffs boys have
shown the president how the game is
properly played, too.
Hugh Fullerton, the Chicago expert
picks the Pirates to win the National
league pennant. Hugh always was a
great baseball prophet. He can pick
almost as many winners on the diamond as John L. Sullivan can In the

FLOUR

ALWAYS HANDLED.

I.

Flvt cents per !ne eacn lnertlon.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a' line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All
advertla mntt charged
will be booked at space actually tut,
without regard to number of word
Cash In advance preferred.

life

S

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially in-

Go-car- t,

EMPRESS

CAFE

AND

AN D REGULAR DINNERS

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

Mason-Specia-

Telephone or call and we will have our demon'
strator show you

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

an-na-

I

&e

FOR SALE Jersey cow and chickens. Mrs. Harry Vogt, 3024 Third
street.
BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

100

Miscellaneous
"TRAGIC

Story of America's Greatest Disaster," flood, wind and fire,
the biggest money maker agents
ever had. $15.00 daily If you start
now. Large fl.00 bcok, 100 Illustrations. Outfit free. J. S. Zleg-le- r
Co.,

Chicago.

Despite the heavy damage caused
by the recent floods in Ohio and Indiana the Central league opened on
time to big crowds.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each .Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

...

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

AG U A PUR

A

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100
100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best
cet Finders
ClasBlflen add. search out the people to whom among an w
those who MIGHT BITT the particular thing la worth moat

That property rou want to sell Is WORTH MOST to somsoa
who reads the ads. to this newspaper and would never hear !
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want (aaa
books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical !
struments.

are anxious to pay cash for)

As the classified ads. ar read bj all possible buyets, of all fea
sible sorts or things, they have come to be finders of the best mr.
kets.
i"

4
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tell yott the best piace mai over wa,
for the kind of talking you .and 1
want to do to each other. Abbott, it
won't matter to you will it? at what
place I say to meet me, at about half-pas-t
FOR
nine?"
"Why, Fran! It's not eight o'clock,"
Abbott remonstrated, glancing toward
the courthouse clock to And it stopped,
and then consulting his watch. "Do
you think I am going to wait till "
"Till half-pas-t
nine," said Fran, nonchalantly. "Very well, then."
NELSON'S
RING CAREER
PROB"But what will we do in the meanENDED IN EOSTON
ABLY
time, if we're not to talk till"
TUESDAY NIGHT
"Wv!" she mocked him. "Listen,
Abbot'., don't look ao cross. I've a
Boston, May 6. "I'm going to leave
friend in town with a sick daughter,
und she'B a real friend so I must go you smiling when I say Goodby."
This is probably the swan song of
to help her, a while."
He was both mystified and disap- the strongest character pugllis,m has
pointed. "I didn't know you had any ever produced Battling Nelson.
such friei'ds in Littleburg," he remonWhen the members of the newly orhow unkind
strated, remembering
Atlas Athletic association saw
ganized
had
set
the village against
tongues
Dane
in action Tuesday night
the
hsr.
Fran thrc-'- back her head, and her against Gilbert Gallant, at the Boston
gesture wat "full of vride and confi- arena it is believed they saw him for
dence. "Oh! the cried, "the town is the last time in Boston.
full of my friends."
Nelson, after sixteen and one-haHe could only stare at her in dumb
years in the Queensberry game, is
amazement.
about ready to settle down to house"All right, then," she said with the
keeping in one of his numerous houses
t
greatest cheerfulness,' "at
in the city he owns.TIegewisch, 111.
nine. You understand the date
Thinks Ritchie Stalling
wouldn't
course
Of
have
you
me desert a friend in trouble. Where'
"It does not look as if I would ever
shall we meet, Abbott at
get another chance at the lightweight
"
Shall we say, at the
title," says Nelson. "Billy Nolan, who
"Go, Fran," he exclaimed, "I'll wait
affor you as long as I must, even if It's manages the present papier mache
I
knows
fair
the
that
holding
title,
and I'd go
the eternity of
out
25
wear
would
Ritchie
of
inside
to
meet
the
world
in
you,
anywhere
even to the den ot the Snake-Eater.- "
rounds, and for this reason he will not
"That's the way ' for a friend to consider me for a match. Instead,
talk!" she declared, suddenly radiant Nolan is trying to belittle me, so as
a full Fran-sun- ,
now, instead of the to
place me before the public as a
.
slender penetrating
man
who should not be Beriously conbelane openii.g
Seeing a
sidered as a pugilistio factor.
fore her, she darted forward,
"I said long ago that as soon as I
Abbott called "But I can't promise
to talk to you as a friend, when yrt waa convinced that I had no chance
meet I mean, just as a friend."
at the title, or as soon as I was cerFran looked back at him, still daz- tain
that boxing was no longer my
zling. "I only ask you to treat me as
I would withdraw gracefully.
well," she said with assumed humility, long suit
"as we are told we ought to treat our I have not as yet given up complete
enemies."
hope for landing a return match for the
lightweight crown, but I am willing
to admit that chances look, extremely
dubious for me. So it will be only a
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
matter of a' short time when I"U step
out of the ring for the last time."
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReNelson, appreciated as the most satward for any case of Catarrh that isfactory fighter In the world in evcannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
ery city in which he has ever apCure.
peared, seems to have found a great&
F. J. CHENEY
vO.,
er degree of appreciation in Boston
Toledo, Dhio.
We, the undersigned, have known than in any other large boxing center
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, in the
country. He has always boxed
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and finan- before packed houses here, and evef
cially able to carry out any obliga- after epeated theatrical engagements,
tions made by his
has been able to come right back to
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, the same theaters and
turn away
Toledo, Ohio. crowds.
has
been an
There
always
InterHall's Catarrh Cure is taken
nally, acting directly upon the blood irresistible magnetism in the little
and mucous surfaces of the system.
chap from Denmark. His
Testimonpials sent free. Price 75 winning smile, his sterling honesty
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- and his universal good nature have
gists.
made him a public idol,
and the
Take Hall's Fami'iy Pills for
Queensberry sport will be the loser
when he finally packs away the old
HOSIERY MAKERS TALK TARIFF. g:een tights and settles down to a
Philadelphia, Pa., May 6. The ef- pastoral life.
There have been few performers
fects? of the tariff changes on the various branches of the textile industry like Nelson in the ring, and perhaps
in the Vnited States is to be exhaus- there will never again be his equal.
Even before the most terrible puntively discussed, by the annual convention of the National Association ishment he stood iu the center of the
of Hosiery and Underwear Manufac- ring, fighting with a blind determiturers, which met here today and will nation and a terrible fury that usualcontinue in session until the end .of ly carried him finally over the tape
the week. Delegates are in attend- a winner. Blows that would have deance from all parts of the country. feated an ordinary heavyweight failed
President Charles E. Leippe presid- to stop Nelson, and no matter how
backed
ed at the opening session today and hard the battle, he never
Mayor Biankeuburg welcomed the vis- away. It Is a matter of pugilistic recJ. Hampton ord that Nelson never took a backitors.
Congressman
Moore is slated to address the con- ward step before the rush of an opponent in his long career. He stands as
vention tomorrow.
one, of the few fighters with this recA man living at Auburn, New York, ord in ring history.
"And when I finish, my record will
had a severe attack of kidney and
be untarnished," declares
the
still
bladder trouble. Being a working
man, not wanting .to 'lose time, he Dane.
Nelson is the last of the lightweight
cured himself completely by using
who won his title on a
A
champions
later
he
Pills.
yea
Foley Kidney
says: "It is a pleasure to report that knockout, and the last of the chamthe euro was permanent." His name pions who lost his title when still
is' J. A. Farmer. O. G. Schaefcr and standing on his feet and doing the
aggressive work of the battle. In the
Red Cross Drug Store.
historic
struggle in which
Wolgast won the Dane's crown, but
PLANS TO CUT EXPENSE
two knockdowns were scored, and NelDeg Moines, la,, May 6. increased
son was credited with both of them.
cost
efficiency and a reduction in the
When Referee Eddie Smith finally
of conducting the public offices and
the battle, Nelson was standstopped
business of the state of Iowa are the
in the center of the ring bleeding
results aimed at by the legislative re- ing
from a deep cut on the side of his
trenchment and reform committee,
the aggressive
which organized today to begin its face, but still' doing
all over the
and
Wolgast
work
forcing
work. The committee proposes to put
Dane waa never knockinclosure.
The
every department of the state governed off his feet. Wolgast, in turn, lost
ment, so far as possible, on a "scien
so that
tific management" baslti. By abolish- - his title while standing up,
knockout of the late Joe
Nelson's
ing the committee clerk system in the
Cans wis the last in the class."
legislature the committee expects to
effect a saving of $25,000 a year, An-- j
8 TO 14 DAYS, j
Other suggestion jg tlu,t thousands of PILES CURED IN
will refund money
Your
druggist
in
printing bills may be saved
j dollars
fails to cure
j by judiciously "boiling down"
the leg-- i if PAZO OINTMENT
Blind,
case
Bleeding
of
Itching,
any
islative journals and the annual rein fi to 14 days.
Piles
or
Protrding
of
the
various departments.
pcrts
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miin;
ksvti;CHAPTER I Fran arrives at Hamilton
home In J.itlleburg. but finds
m absent conducting the choir at a
amp meeting.
CHAPTER II She re jalrs thither In
arch of him, laughs
the service
mo is asKea to leave. during
CHAPTER III Abbott ABhton. superintendent of schools, escorts Fran from
the tent. He tells her Gregory Is a
wealthy man, deeply Interested in charity
work, and Is a pillar of the church. Ash-to- n
becomes greatly interested in Fran
nd, while taking leave of her, holds her
band and Is seen by Sapphira Clinton,
lster of Robert Clinton, chairman of the
ehool board.
ran
CHAPTER
she
tells
wants a home with him. Gregory
Grace Noir,
Gregory's private secretary, takes a vio- lent dislike to Fran and advises her to go
way at once. Fran hints at a twenty- roar-ol-d
In agitation,
secret, and Gregory,
. . ..
Amlam ' - A
IV-F-

.

1

C

CHAPTER V Fran relates a story of
how Gregory married a young girl at
fepiingneld while attending college and
than deserted her. Fran Is the child of
that marriage. Gregory had married his
three years before the death
Casent wife
mother.
CHAPTER VI Fran finds Mrs. Qreg-jt-t
a sweet, sincere woman and takes a
nun to her.
CHAPTER VII Gregory explains that
ia the daughter of a very dear
friend now dead. Fran agrees to the
Gregory Insists on her mak- Story. Mrs.
home with them and takes her to
Jng her
anna The breach between Fran and

Wan
trao

i

-

a cine To JX, urysfery.

"Too

needn't be looking around, sir Fran
isn't here."
"I wonder .where she is?" Abbott
smiled. "I'm dreadfully impatient to
tell her the good newa. Mrs. Jefferson, I'm to teach in a college it's a
much bigger thing than the position I
lost here. And I have a chance to
work out some ideas that I know Fran
will like. I used to think that everything ought to be left precisely as it
is, because it's been that way so long
I mean the church; and schools;
and and society. But I've made up
my mind that nothing Is right, unless
it works right."
Mrs. Jefferson listened in desperate
eagerness. "A watch?" she hazarded.
"Exactly," ha responded hastily. "If
a watch doesn't run, what's the use ot
Its being pretty? And if churches develop a gift of tongue instead of character, what's the value of their prayers and songs? And I've concluded
that if schools dont teach us how to
live, they have the wrong kind of
springs and wheels. Where is Fran,
Mrs. Jefferson?"
"Still," she temporized, "we can't
get along without watches, Abbott."

widens.

Is decided
CHAPTER Vm--It
that
must ro to school. Grace shows
Fran
t
Interest In Gregory's story of
dead friend and hints that Fran may
an lmposter. She threatens to marry
b Clinton and leave Gregory's service.
Bra oh to the latter's dismay. Fran
that the secretary must go.
CHAPTER IT Grace begins nagging
taetlca In an effort to drive Fran from
the Gregory home, but Mrs. Gregory
stanch In her friendship.
CHAPTER X Fran Is ordered oetore
Superintendent Ashton to be punished for
Insubordination in school.
Chairman
Clinton Is present The affair ends in
Fran leaving the school In company of
the two men, to the amazement of the
scandalmongers of the town.
CHAPTER XI Abbott, while taking a
walk alone at midnight, finds Fran on a
bridge telling her fortune by cards. She
tells Abbott that she is the famous lion
2
tamer, Fran Nonpareil. She tired of

v
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CHAPTER

Fran

wanidul

a

hosM.

tells

Xli-Ora- ce

of seeing

come home after midnight with a
Bhe guesses part of the story and

surprises the rest from Abbott. Sffe decides to ask Bob Clinton to go to Spring- Her
Handclasp Was So Hearty That
field to Investigate Fran's story.
He
Was Slightly Disconcerted.
CHAPTER XIII-Fr- an
enlists Abbott
m her battle against Grace. Egired on by
nor
"No,
schools, nor churches. Bui
Grace, Gregory Insists on his wife going
to church, something she has not done they must have good works. Is Fran
since Grace became one of the house- down
at the fair, do you think?"
hold
The other bent toward him stealth
CHAPTER XIV Fran offers her services to Gregory as secretary during the ily. "Ask where Mrs. Gregory is." she
temporary absence of Grace. The latter, said, wonderfully significant.
hearing of Fran's purpose, returns and
"Well?"
Interrupts a touching scene between father and daughter.
"Abbott, listen: She's gone
CHAPTER XV-F- ran
goes fishing with lng!"
Mrs. Gregory's brother. Abbott, whose
"Visiting!" Abbott was surprised.
retention as superintendent is to be
"Yes, visiting, she that hasn't .been
In
finds
alone
her sitting
that day,
a bueery. He .1ntns her and Is discovered off this place to visit a soul for ages
bv Clinton and Tiia sister
I tell you, boy, times have changed,
CHAPTER XVI-Grtens uregory here. Maybe you think nobody'd be
lie intends to nirirry Clinton and quit
to visit; but Fran has
his servlcn. He ueclares that he cannot left at home
continue his work without her. Carried found that there is a woman in towr
his
away by passion, he takes her in
arms. Fran walks in on them, and de- that she used to know, and the woman
clares that Grace must leave the house has a mighty sick child', and Lucj
at once. To Gregory's consternation he has
gone to sit by it, so the mothei
learns of Clinton's mission to Springfield.
can rest. Think of that, Abbott, thini
CHAPTER XVII Clinton returns from of Lucy
going anywhere. My! 'Have
Bprlngfield and Abbott, at Fran's request,
urges him not to divulge what he has you heard that we've lost a secretary
learned. On Abbott's assurance that at this place? I mean the future Mrs
Grace will leave Gregory at once, Clinton
Bob. Yes, she's gone. I'd as soon
agrees to keep silent.
of the courthouse being
CHAPTER XVITI Driven Into a corner have thought
by the threat of exposure, Gregory is picked up and set in the parlor."
forced to dismiss Grace.
Mrs. Jefferson drew back and said
"Fran did it!".
is offered the succinctly:
CHAPTER XIX-GrIn
Job of bookkeeper
Clinton's grocery
Her cap quivered as she leaned for
store. Gregory declares he will kill himward again. "Get her to teil you all
self If she marries Clinton.
We darsen't speak about it
CHAPTER XX Gregory's Infatuation about it.
We
leads him to seek Grace at the grocery. much because of the neighbors.
He finds her alone and tells her the story
Fran' and I. Yes, she's
of his cast. Grace points out that as he conspired,
married the present Mrs. Gregory before down at the carnival, you boy!"
;the death of Fran's mother, he Is not now
Abbott hastily departed. Later he
legally married. They decide to flee -at found himself
of conin a cloud-burs- t
lonce.
on
'
the
square" and when
fetti,
"city
CHAPTER XXI They attenwa street he had cleared his eyes of the red and
leaps during the excitement
ifafr and are forced to enter the Hon tent white snow, he saw Fran disappearIto avoid C15s.
ing like a bit of crimson glass at the
(Continued from Yesterday)
bottom of a human kaleidoscope. Fran
had thrown the confetti, then fled
how much brighter she was than all
CHAPTER XXII.
the other shifting units of humanity.
'
He fought his way toward her deFair.
Street
The
finding she was about to
terminedly,
the
under
was
trembling
Llttleburg
be submerged. Was she actually trylearful din of a carnival too big for it, ing to elude him?
When Abbott Ashton, after his weeks
"Fran!" he cried reproachfully aa
of absence returned to find himself at he reached her. side. "How have you
discovHe
door.
Hamilton Gregory's
the. heart to run away from me aftei
ered old Mrs. Jefferson in the front I've been lost for weeks? Nobody
room this July night because old knew I'd ever be found."
age is on no friendly terms with fallFran pave up flight, and stopped to
ing dew; but every window was open. look at him. A smile slipped from the
at
"Come in," she cried, delighted
corner of one eye, to get caught at the
eight of his handsome, smiling face
corner of her demure mouth. "When
he had been smiling most of the time you disappeared, you left me yourself.
with
Simmtown
from
drive
his
during
A friend always does. I've had you all
Robert Clinton. "Here i sit by the the time."
I
window, where sometimes I Imagine
Ahbett glowed.
Still, it isn't exactsound. I judge
hear a faint,
ly the same as if I had been able to
band.
Take
carnival
some
It's from
touch your band. Suppose we shake
this chair and listen attentively; hands, little Men J; what do you
your ears are younger now!"
say?"
Abbott did not get ail of this be
"I don't .say anything," Fran retortecause of the Gargantuan roar that
"I just shake."
d;Hwept through the window, but he.
Her handclasp was so hearty that
took
the
then
his
tiitffi
head,
gravely
he was slightiy disconcerted.1 Was her
''You are
profcrred
friendship so great that it left no room
right," he said, "I hear something." iu he r hearty for something greater.
"I want to talk to you, Fran, talk
"It's the street fair" :he announced
tritimphanty. "Hut sometimes it's and talk, ob, 'just F.bout all the long
night through! Come, let me take
louder, ow fine you look , Abbott
you back home "
just as if your conscience doesn't
Bit4 T'K
"He?",. t,
burn yoni flpiv disai gearing without
aoe

ace
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When you go shopping you
are always sure to be successful
if you buy at dependable stores.
The merchant who wants your

confidence is the merchant who
strives to keep it. He is building his business by fair dealing,
by giving you quality goods, and
fulfilling every promise of his
advertisements. He cannot afford to disappoint you.

Every time you buy anything
from the stores that advertise
in THE OPTIC you will be more
than satisfied, for they merit
your confidence in every detail
of their business.
t

get to know all these good
stores and their splendid offerings read the advertisements
every night in
To

one

j

j

r
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50c.

Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
"My sister's husband had au attack of rheumatism
in his arm,"
writes a well kaown resident of Newton, Iowa. "I gave him a bojtle of
Chamberlain's Liniment which he
applied to his arm and on the next
morning the rheumatism was gone."
j For chronic muscular rheumatism you
find nothing better than Cham-- j
j will
berlain's Liniment, Sold by a'il

Barbed wire cuts, ragged wounds,
collar and harness galls heal up
quickly when BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT is applied. It is both heal-InPrice 25c, 50C
and antiseptic.
and fl.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
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Drug Co.

Subscribe for The Optic.
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Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

.

lamps at

Try a dram ot Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar Adv.
one-fourt- h

tht

off
Moran

,ISS?

BAIN WAGON
(f

night at his training quarters
pleased a large crowd of fans. Rope
jumping and all other strenuous exercises were indulged in by Boyd,
and throughout he showed that he
Kid Burns,
The Romero Book store on the West was in a good condition.
side has moved from Bridge street to who has been engaged as a sparring
the Plaza and will occupy the. Ata partner for Boyd, was unable to box
'
last night on account of a sore finbuilding.
ger, and Big Erchm&n worked out
David B. Lavado has been commis with thei lightweight. Ercihman, who
sioned postmaster at Turley, New is a heavyweight, is fast enough to
Mexico, in San Juan county.
This give Boyd plenty of exercise. He hits
took effect on the thirtieth of last a good punch and frequently makes
month.
things Interesting for Boyd. Boyd's
manager, R. J. Means, is sure that his
The Missionary Society of the Me man is a winner and after this fight
thodist church will hold Us regular they will head for the coast. Reserva
monthly meeting at the home of Mrs. tions have been coming in a'iready
B. J. Reed, 718 Columbia avenue, to- for tickets for this bout and promoter
morrow afternoon at 2:30.
O'Malley expects a large audience.
The Ladies' Altar society of. the
Church of the immaculate Conception
will meet tomorrow afternoon; . at
2:30 o'clock" at the home of Rev.
Father Adrian Rabeyrolle.
E. R. Raymond of Denver, has en
tered the employ of Joe Taichert in
the capacity of presser and cleaner in
the new cleaning department
that
Taichert recently opened.

Wo
Kelly

The Greys baseball team practiced
Sunday at AmUBement 'park. The
team will practice again tomorrow
night on the high school grounds. All
members and others interested in the
team are requested ' io be present.

& Co.
AgebfaV

George Kinkel ' has received a let-from George Fitzsimmons, who
was secretary of the local Y. M. C. A.
several years ago. Mr. Fitzsimmons
is now located at Passaic, N. J., and
is making a big success of his work
there. He is anjeye specialist.
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THE CAN

The many friends of Miss Katherine
Moore will
to know that
she has reaH'tted her home at Gales-burg- ,
111.,
ahl has found her sister
much improved
in
heallh.
Miss
Moore left for t&Iesburg several days
ago and had'lieen iii Las Vegas for
.
Eeveral months.
Ue-pleas-

'HITS PLIIQIIITS"

.

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT TLtEPEELED"

Highest In

QuaHty---Dlicio6-

s.

Jn Flavour

Insist on "Hurvts" if you w&tit the highest
quality in canned fruits

At J. H. STEARICS
ESQ

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Fresh Vegetables Arriving Daily
Head Lettuce. Leaf Lettuce, Green Onions,
Radishes, Soup Bunches, Turnips, Beets, Car-rotParsley, Spinach, Cabbage, Rhubarb,
white and green Asparagus '

s.

fruit's;;
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Good Quality

Still cling to the idea of one of two
Made to measure clothes or
extremes.
a cheap quality of ready to wear garments.
Clothes making and clothes wearing
has advanced far beyond either of these
stages.
v jy
inm aiii
Y
- High grade
Clothes
llllwl such as Hart Schaffner and Marx or
.i are cheaper, fit
yp ,
system at vzo to
better and have more style than any
suit at $10 to $15
more and as fur cheap ready made
Norfolk. 0. 11 Clothes nothing need be said.

11

fill

HAT so many young men, who
want Snap and Style in their
clothes, and who appreciate the
economy of

Tj

Ira

IJ lu lLJfc. U

IlL

nit
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tit,
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and
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ready-to-we-

fliliit

Will Do '
$1.00 a Week
'if
' t

made-to-measu-

re

GRE EN BERGER

OPPOSITE Y. M. C. A.
The new school board held its first
meeting last night at the city hal'i,
but on account of the absence of one
of the members, the meeting was ad
journed until next week.

We will save you Dollars.

A marriage license was issued this

morning at the' court house to

:r

Eufe- -

mia Montoya, aged 18, and Tranquil!-nQuintana," aged 22. Both are resi
"
dents of Canoncito. A license to wed
LEWIS, FOUND GUILTY :.
was issued ' yesterday afternoon
to
JoeLewis, who "frisked" tho trou Manuel Sogura,
aged 54, of Las
sers of William Goin Saturday even
and Carlota Martinez, aged 21,
ing and" .obtained funds' to the amount of San Jose.
this
ot $20. received his sentence
morning .in the court of Justice D. R
John. V,...Haj:rtB,. president o the
Murray.'"- Evidence was so strong this
Bank and Trust company,
Peoples,
Lewis
that
Judge
morning against
afternoon telegraphed to
yesterday
Murray decided to give him 90 days friends here that Mrs. Harris had
in the county jail. Lewis doubtless
just been operated upon at a Kansas
considers himself lucky that he did
City hospital. Mrs. Harris was upon
not get a penitentiary" sentence.
the operating table for two hours and
. One of the most
cases
that
peculiar
her condition was critical at the time

On.

Nozzles,
v

Lawn Mowers

and all

-

WANTS TO REGAIN

The vaudeville show at the Browne
last night was well attended and of a
ADOPTED CHILD
ifafli( meritr, althouigb
not equaL to
many of those that have been here
this season. The coiorea act by Ford
BACA
WOULD
and Laird was humorous, but, unfor- MRS. TELESFOR
TAKE MONICA ARAGON FROM
tunately, both parties were without
HER FOSTER PARENTS
pleasing voices, ihe other act was
dramatic. The moving picture that
Tomorrow morning at a session of
was shown was by far the best part
the
probate court Judge Adelaldo Ta- of the program, au& was full of fun
will be called upon to decide
foya
for the audience.
whether Monica Aragon, 7 years of
shall remain in the custody of
off on all goods for one age,
her
adopted
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
week only at the Moran Curio Store.
Francisco Gonzales, or shall be given
into the care of her mother, Mrs. Te
leaf or Muniz de Baca. Several years
ago, when Monica was a baby, her
mother was unable to care for her,
according to the story told by Mrs
Baca, and the child was adopted by
and his wife,
Francisco Gonzales
Juana. Gonzales.
The mother, how
'
il" trv ,M M sit
ever, has remarried and now is in a
position to care for her daughter.
She alleges that Conales and his wife
do not send the little girl to school
and do not provide her with the nec
essities of life as completely us could
illlMlii'"
Mr. and Mrs.
the natural mother.
RUBBING CLOTHES
Gonzales insist they will not give up
In a tub is out of date and out of the
child, and it is expected that the
reason, it not only wears out the hearing will be an interesting one.
clothing, but is
Probate Judge Tafoya yesterday adBACK BREAKING WORK,
mitted to probate the will of the late
Why not beak away from the old Mrs. Severlana .Esquibel de Gallegos.
methods, and keep up with the times Roman ' Gallegos, her husband, was
by sending your washing to
appointed administrator of the eatate,
LAS VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY.
as was provided in the will.

Secundino Gallegos,
Hoben, H. W. Hartley, Senora Clauta
Armijo de Lopez 3, Toabe'iita Martinez, Miss, ' Juanita
Martinez, Miss
Feaslsio
Thos
Manazanares
J.
Noble, William Roan, Heber Storey!
Mrs. Eollie Woodward, Mrs. Thomas
Wariti, Robert Zindel.
When calling for tbe above; letters
please ask for adveiHse.ct letlerjs.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.

,

Garden Tools.
Good Guaranteed Hoes, 50 ft., $4.50
Garden Hose for 30c. Rakes for 40c
A

her husband wrote the message, although hope for her recovery was entertained. John W. Harris, Jr., will return to Las Vegas shortly, but his
father will remain in Kansas City until Mrs. Harris is out of. danger. Dur
H.
ing Mr. Harris' absence George
Hunker is occupying the president's
desk at the bank.
.;
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
Letters remaining uncalled fpr';the
week ending May 4, 1913:
nw ;
'"Miss Delfida
Aland, Lianji Baca,;
Frank England, Dr. J. A. duller, Tom
Fields,1 Mrs. John Fairlain, Frank-Jen-es-t,

V

Garden Hose,

Vu-gas-

have ever been brought before Judge
D. R. Murray appeared in the court
this morning. W. A,, Morgan was the
name that this offender gave. He
was. arrested by., Night Officer E. C
Ward lat night on the charge of vag
rancy Judge Murray gave him the
choice of serying 15 days in jail or
hitting the ffjil. "Morgan was disposed to stay in jail, but finally decided
to leave,.,, .This man is a victim of a
nervousdisease and his body is in
perpetuus motion. While sitting in a
chair this morning at the court he
continually squirmed around as if he
were in mortal pain. - He stated to
the officers that his disease was hereditary uud that 'his ' ancestors for
two centuries back were affected witu
the same trouble. Ife'.was thought, at
first by the Officers that Morgan, was
an examination
a dohe flendT-tfo- t
showed no sign's of this. Morgan hit"
the trail this mornins, as he has
done all the way from San Francisco.
He is on his way to Oklahoma where
he. stated he has relatives.

ar

THE ROSENTHAL

J. C:r JOHNSEN

& SON

Exclusive Loca.1 Agents

nnno.fin
fk
aHJ
Fifth St. East front,

'

Two fine lots oh
very desirable $350":

sidewalk and sewer

'$s

Miss-j-Agne- s

n

itnr
lilmm
New Mexico

Peach Jam
Put up in Economy Jars under the most
Sanitary conditions, containing only
fresh peaches
and cane

A cheap house well located on the Flat, can be made into comfortable
small home at slijjt fpense, $5)0(00. $50 down, balance $15.00 per month
'iSONT THIS BEAT PAYING RENT?
.

The InvesYmenCS Agency Corporation
Phone Main 40

GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager
603 Lincoln Avu'

si

7

The Proof of the Pudding
May be in the eating of it, but the proof of the milk is in
the inspection pf the dairy. The pudding is cooked and
Milk is chiefly used unpossible germs destroyed.
cooked and possible germs are multiplied. The SANITARY DAIRY prevents the entrancej of possible disease
germs into the millf and makes it safe for family use.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy solicits your personal inspection at any time, but believe you would get a better
idea of what we are doing for. you, if you come during the
milking periods which commence at 4 A. M. and .2 P. M.
and last about two hours. During these periods our cooling and bottling machinery are in operation.
'

Bottle

about

washing and sterilizing operations commence

10 A.

M.nd 6

P. M.

Our daiiy and residence are at the Forsy the place, West
Side, about two blocks south of the Plaza at junction of
Gonzales and South Pacific Streets.

il'

such as Apples, Oranges, Grape Fruit, Bananas
and Strawberries

I

Joe Jarrell, the well known ice man,
has resigned his position with the
Santa Fe Railway company and will
again enter the ice business. Jarrell
is well known by the Las Vegas people and will deliver the cold substance
to the citizens this year for the Las
Vegas Ice and Storage company.

One-fourt- h

Tlie Home of tbe Best of Everything Eatab!

'

Ilfeld

, The Rociada Land
company today
shipped two cars of cattle to Kansas
City where they will be placed on the
market.

THE OLD RELIABLE

M

D. S.

Por-yeni- r.

,,,., ,,,,.

aaam

Sole

Ludwig Wm.

You will enjoy fishing or horseback
riding in the mountains of El
The board of county commissioners
Phone Olive 5174 or Main 20. yesterday afternoon finished its regular session for the month of May.
Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged Only routine business was transacted.
in the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the LiObby, of coarse.
Boyd worked out as usual last

STEARNS STORE

-

The Best One Made in the

by (he (ray

''

Gross,

Kitchen Cabinets

Phone Main 379

Curio Store.

If interested call us

1

A varnish and stain combined. Revives old wood
work, furniture, floors,
cans, any
etc., all size
color,

7 : 35

of

Everything goes at
for this week only at

V

It's Strange When
One Knows
The Facts.

THE MDOUGALL

Special sale wil'i last one week
longer. Sloran Curio Siore.

m

The price will be right by the box

1913.

A LACK

Don't miss tlie clearance sale at

isv2

shipment

a. large

JAP

Moran's Curio Store.

AFTEEiEIGOn
IVo !

6,

The Las Vegas Home
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per Jar
BOUCHER'S

The Corbelt Sanitary Dairy
Las VeJas, New Mexico
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